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PREFACE

This document is the final report of SRI Research Project No. 5411-5,

entitled "Marine Corps Aircrew Seat Ratio Methodology." SRI initiated

this four-month study in September 1977 for Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps

under Contract No. N00014-76-C-0963 from the Office of Naval Research. HQMC

project management was provided by DC/S for Aviation.

The study followed the approach described in the SRI Research Proposal

No. EGU 77-123(R), dated 22 June 1977.

Final results of the SRI research are contained in this document.

Included among those results is a complete description and operating

instructions for a computer model chat was developed as an automated aid

for present and future Marine Corps aircrew, appropriation planning. That

model was delivered to HQMC and exercised on the HQMC computer as part of

the study. It is intended for c-ntinued use by Marine Corps planners as

factors significant to aircrew appropriation change.
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I INTRODUCTION

A. Background

In this study, SRI analyzed the factors affecting the numeric alloca-

tion of aircrews to Marine Corps squadrons, and developed a computerized

simulation model as a planning aid that interrelated those factors. The

research was undertaken to improve the effectiveness of previously used

methods of estimation, as well as to provide a consistent, easily used,

and easily updated computer tool. The model that was generated can be

used for each type of fixed- and rotary-wing aircraft squadron in the

Marine Corps inventory.

An important consideration in the development of the planning aid was

the identification of those factors that have the greatest effect on the

aircrew seat ratios. Previous analyses were consulted, and SRI performed

additional sensitivity analyses using the newly developed simulation.

Another important consideration was the usability of the computer tool

for Marine Corps analysts. It was especially desirable not to have large

data input requirements or off-line analysis in support of the tool. Close

cooperation was maintained with the Marine Corps sponsor throughout the

research to accommodate these objectives.

Following sn iterative process, the most relevant parameters were

established in the model logic of a computer simulation, called the Crew

Management (CREWMAN) Model. The main purpose of the simulation is to

provide a consistent routine for estimating operational requirements for

aircrew appropriation to effectively man aircraft of various types. The

aircrew seat ratio is then defined within the context of the scenario in

the simulation as the effective number of aircrews that are required to



carry out the postulated missions for given aircraft numbers. Numerous

scenario factors and airciew assignment policy issues are imbedded within

the simulation to closely represent actual operations.

This report presents the description of the CREWMAN model and its

operating instructions. Section II contains a description of the logic

underlying the CREWMAN formulation. Definitions are presented and major

logic artifices are introduced. Sections III and IV present user-oriented

information for using and interpreting the simulation model by describing

the simulation inputs and outputs.

Two appendices complete this report. The first contains a discussion

on some of the practicalities and subtleties of using the model that SRI

discovered during its test. The second appendix contains a detailed defini-

tion of the model structure, program variables, and subroutines. It also

contains a complete program listing.

B. Development Philosophy

The CREWMAN model was developed to provide Marine Aviation with a

methodology that analytically estimates aircrew seat ratios for all tactical

fixed- and rotary-wing aircraft squadrons. It is constructed so that the

most important parameters affecting the aircrew seat ratio can be examined

explicitly and subjected to sensitivity analyses.

By means of computer simulation, CREWMAN depicts air mission activity,

aircraft availability and utilization, and aircrew assignment and utiliza-

tion in a fashion designed to closely represent actual operations. As

developed, CREWMAN provides a flexible, rapid and well-documented analytic

estimation technique, but it is not so large or so complex that users are

oiverly burdened with input requirements or difficulties in interpreting

rebults. In fact, ease of use has been stressed at every opportunity where

it does not jeopardize the credibility of the results.
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CREWMAN simulates the activities of Marine Aviation squadron during

a 30-day scenario. Based on a user-defined level of operational activity,

air missions are randomly scheduled during day and night periods. Aircrew

availability is monitored for assignment to scheduled air missions. Air-

craft and aircrew availability is determined on the basis of flight kine-

matics, management policy regarding assignment of aircrews, and constraints

on the availability of aircraft caused by aircraft maintenance and turn-

around requirements.

CREWMAN is an event-step simulation. A mission-scheduling algorithm

provides the initiating operational activity during each simulated day.

To capture the dynamics of both aircraft and aircrew utilization, CREWMAN

treats aircraft and aircrews as separate entities. Each is modeled through

a description of possible states and events that determine the instantaneous

status of any aircraft or aircrew in the scenario. By monitoring these

states, the model aggregates activity to provide the summary statistics at

the end of the computer exercise.

Use of the CREWMAN model requires a nominal input requirement. The

input parameters provide a description of the squadron being examined, the

scenario properties, the operations doctrine and the simulation control

data. The squadron attributes include a description of squadron unit

equipped (U/E) aircraft and maintenance hours per flight hour for both

normal and surge conditions. Additional parameters describe whether or

not the aircraft is multi-piloted, whether or not the aircraft is pressurized

and whether or not the aircraft has an eje~tior, seat. These last three are

used in applying OPNAVINST recommendations for maximum flight hours. The

scenario properties detC4l the number of surge, and non-flying days to be

included in the analysis and describes an aircraft resupply rate. Attrition

variables are created for both aircrew and aircraft. The operations doctine

allows a specifL.:ation of the length of a duty day for an atrcrew. brief

times, and the density of missions. Specification of mission density allows

3



breakout for daylight and night, and for both air and ground alert classes

of missions. The simulation control data include the number of replications

desired, a starting random number, and a cutoff figure for crew total flight

hours. Crews falling below this cutoff figure are not included in the summary

statistics.

Based on the simulation of scenario operations, results are automatically

collected and printed as computer output. The output parameters are composed

of daily parameters, scenario totals, and multiple run statistics. The

daily parameters include an accounting of each day's missions met snd missed,

each day's loss of aircrews due to comh-t and administrative policy, and

daily aircrew statistics such as average and maximum flight hours and average

miscellaneous duty hours. The scenario totals data include an aircrew seat

ratio for the scenario, aircrew sorties flown, aircrew total flight hours,

and aircrew miscellaneous duty hours. The multiple run statistics include

probability distribution information on aircrew ratio and sortie rate for

multiple replications of the same scenario.

C. Hardware and Software Requirements

CRENMAN is written in the special purpose simulation language,

SIMSCRIPT 11.5. This is a versatile programming language designed spec-

ifically for discrete-event simulation applications such as CREI*1AN.

Its special attributes reduce the total time required to design, program,

and test simulation models. SIMSCRIPT 11.5 is a free-form and English-

like programming language, and it provides a number of useful debugging

aids.

SIMSCRIPT 11.5 is a proprietary language owned by CACI, Inc., Los

Angeles, California. For details of its attributes and use, the reader

is referred to available literature, especially "SIMSCRIPT 11.5 Programming

Language" by Kiviat et al.

4



The minimum hardware requirements to utilize the CREWMAN model

include a general purpose computer with a card reader and line printer.

The general purpose computer must be able to support a SIMSCRIPT 11.5

compiler. Computers currently in this class include the IBM S/360-370,

the Honeywell 600/6000, and the CDC 6000 series.

Provided with the compiler by CACI, Inc. is a set of job control

procedures that facilitate the use of the model. These procedures are

documented in user manuals. Users of CREWMAN will need access to the

manual appropriate to his computer system. The use of such a manual in

conjunction with a knowledge of the operating system of his computer

center will enable the user to execute the CREWMAN model.

D. Purpose of the CREWMAN Description and Operating Instructions

The purpose of this document is to provide all relevant information

required to properly exercise the CREWMAN model, in a form that maximizes

the utility of this document to a user. The contents of this document

satisfy the intent of DoD Instruction 5233.1A of June 1973 concerning

documentation of computer programs. All requirements set forth in this

instruction that are relevant to the development of CREWMAN, a research

activity, have been fulfilled.

Since this document is written for Marine Corps analysts, it is

assumed that the user has a thorough understanding of the Marine Corps

aviation systems, procedures, terminology, and requirements in the amphib-

ious planning environment. Use of this document does not require a tech-

nical data processing background. However, a general knowledge of the

basic principles of data processing is most desirable.

In this document, a general framework for the model is first developed

along with the identification of concepts that will be referred to through-

out the text. Next, a section is devoted to describing each major sub-
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routine utilized by CREWMAN. These subroutines are called events, and

represent discrete points in time at which the state of a given aircraft

or aircrew changes. A look at each of these events should illuminate all

the salient features of the model and the logic used in interleaving the

basic simulated activities. Macro flowcharts accompany each of these

descriptions.

Next, each of the inputs to CREWMAN is defined and instructions for

preparing input data are provided. Finally, the simulation results are

discussed.

For the user interested in a precise description of the model,

Appendix B has been produced to define explicitly the model structure,

list the program variables and subroutines, and provide a complete pro-

gram listing.
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II SIMULATION MODEL LOGIC DESCRIPTION

A. General Framework

Combat air operations performed by Marine Corps squadrons involve

a coiuplex and dynamic set of activities. These activities include mission

scheduling, aircraft assignment, aircraft maintenance policy, aircrew duty,

aircrew flight scheduling, aircrew rest policy, and so on. The complexity

of these activities results from strong interactions among them, as well

as from significant interactions with the combat environment.

SRI's research to develop an aircrew seat ratio methodology was faced,

therefore, with the problem of modeling these activities in a logical and

tractable manner. Several abstractions of real-world activity, along with

some simplifying assumptions, were required to achieve this objective. An

understanding of these artifacts is essential for comprehending the approach

of the CREWMAN simulation, so they have been addressed in the remainder of

this subsection.

Modeling abstractions have been particularly important in four areas

of the CREWMAN formulation:

* Mission designation and scheduling

0 Aircraft availability

0 Aircrew availability and assignment

* Squadron operations and policy.

Each area is discussed in the following paragraphs.
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1. Mission Designation and Scheduling

To avoid excessive user input burdens and the complexity of

individually treating each of numerous Marine Corps air missions, the

CREWMAN formulation calls for the specification of only two types of

missions during each simulation. These are generic missions--one being

an air mission and one being a ground alert mission--that are meant to

stand for actual missions such as close air support, combat air patrol,

interdiction, ground loiter, strip alert, and so on.

As an example, a Marine Corps fighter squadron might be assigned

combat air patrol, strike escort, deep interdiction, and strip-launched

intercept missions. Under the CREWMAN formulation, these would be compressed

into generic air missions and generic ground alert missions. The parameters

for the air mission (mission time, number of missions, attrition rate) would

be a compromise between parameters associated with the combat air patrol,

strike escort, and deep interdiction missions. The parameters for the

ground alert mission would, however, closely follow the parameters of the

strip-launched intercept mission, since it is the only alert mission considered.

It was judged that this compromise offered substantial benefits

for reduced data entry, and it also reduced the difficulty of interpreting

simulation results without greatly reducing the effectivness of the CREWMAN

model for estimating aircrew seat ratios.

Another simplification used in CREWMAN was the use of a random

process to schedule missions during the day. This action was taken to

relieve the user from the tedious business of acting as a mission scheduler

for the entire scenario. The random process distributes in time a designated

number of missions during a designated period (day or night). While the

number of requested missions is restricted to be the same each day in che

CREWMAN formulation, the occurrence of these missions during the simulation

period will differ each day due to the random effect.

8



Missions may be scheduled in CREWMAN to occur during a daylight

period or a night period. In the CREWMAN model each period consists of

12 hours and together these two periods comprise a simulation day. Thirty

days complete one simulation exercise.

2. Aircraft Availability

Aircraft availability in the CREWMAN concept is constrained by

the number of aircraft that the user specifies as the squadron U/E and by

simulated aircraft downtimes. During aircraft downtime an aircraft is

unavailable for missions. Aircraft downtime is based on three factors:

(1) mission time, (2) maintenance hours per flight hour, and (3) rearm

and refuel time. This downtime is applied following each air or ground

alert mission. The formulation of this concept is contained in the equation:

DT = MT * MHPFH + RR (1)

where

DT = aircraft downtime (hrs)

MT = mission time (hrs)

MHPFH = maintenance hours per flight hour

RR = rearm and refule time (hrs).

During surge conditions (i.e., intense air operations of a short

duration) the MHPFH parameter reflects the reduction of preventive mainten-

ance and is allowed to be smaller than that which would occur during normal

operations. However, the difference between the parameters is used to create

a maintenance backlog, which must be completed at the first opportunity after

the surge. To be precise, CREWMAN uses the following two equations for com-

puting downtime for normal and surge conditions, respectively.

DT - MT * MHPFHN + RR + BACKLOG (2)

DT - MT * MHPFH + RR

9
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where

DT aircraft downtime

MT = mission time

MHPFHN = normal maintenance hours per flight hour

MHPFHS - surge maintenance hours per flight hour
RR = rearm and refuel time.

and

BACKLOG = MT * (MHPFHN - MHPFNs) * number of surge sorties.

A numerical example will help solidify this concept.

Assume:

MT = 1.5 hrs

MHPFH = 2.0 hrs

MHPFH = 1.0 hrs

RR = 2.0 hrs

During a surge, each sortie will generate a DT = 1.5 * 1.0 + 2.0 = 3.5

and a BACKLOG = 1.5 * (2.0 - 1.0) = 1.5. After, say, three sorties during

surge conditions, assume normal operations resume. A backlog of 4.5 hours

will have accumulated for the aircraft. After its fourth sortie it will

have a DT = 1.5 * 2.0 + 2.0 + 4.5 - 9.5. Every sortie thereafter will

have a DT - 1.5 * 2.0 + 2.0 = 5.0. In a modeling sense, a recovery period

of reduced air operations will be thus associated with a surge period.

3. Aircrew Availability and Assignment

The number of aircrews that become involved in a CREWMAN simula-

tion is constrained only by the availability of aircrews that have previously

been introduced into the scenario. In contrast to the formulation of air-

craft availability, the nonavailability of aircrews to meet a requested

mission for which an aircraft is ready does not force cancellation of that

mission. Rather, at this point, another aircrew is introduced into the

scenario, and it remains for the duration of the scenario for subsequent

10



assignment as the situation dictates. In this respect, the aircrews may

be thought of as dependent variables whose total number is the subject of

study.

Within the scenario itself, aircrews are available for mission

assignment only for a certain period each day. This period is referred

to as the duty day, or duty hours, and its length is a variable that may

be changed by the user. The remainder of the simulation day (24 hours)

that is not designated as the on-duty period is taken to represent the

length of normal rest that the aircrew is provided.

The duty day consists either of miscellaneous duty (an abstraction

of training, administration, or other tasks undertaken by Marine Corps aircrews)

or mission assignment. With every mission assignment, there is a pre-mission

brief and a post-mission debrief. Aircrews begin their duty day in miscellan-

eous duty, and are selected for missions as they occur. Since there is no

actual mission scheduler, the selection of aircrews to fulfill a given mission

is provided for by an algorithm in CREWMAN. The algorithm determines which

aircrews are on-duty; which aircrews of those on-duty have sufficient duty

time remaining to completely conduct the requested mission; and, finally,

which aircrew of those having sufficient duty time remaining is closest to

going off-duty.

The latter criteria are intended to maximize the use of the total

aircrew resource pool for meeting missions without introducing a new aircrew

into the simulation.

Aircrew availability is further influenced by administrative policy

regarding the number of flight hours aircrews may be assigned over various

periods of time. The basis of the CREWMAN formulation of this aspect of air-

crew use is contained in the recommendations of OPNAVINST 3710.7J. These

recommendations are summarized in Table I. CREWMAN invokes these recommendations

in the form of a filter that determines the appropriate standard to apply to a

particular aircrew based on its flight-time history.

11
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4. Squadron Operations and Policy

Since the purpose of the CREWMAN development was to estimate

aircrew seat ratios as the basis for establishing squadron manning require-

ments, several squadron operational assumptions were incorporated into the

methodology. The first is rather obvious from the formulation of the simula-

tion model. That is, the aircrew seat ratios for Marine Corps squadrons are

determined through consideration of combat conditions. On the basis of this

assumption, such factors as aircraft and aircrew attrition rates were included,

as were operational procedures such as surge condicions.

A second major decision concerning the influence of squadron policy

on the estimation of aircrew seat ratios was the decision not to consider

overhead aircrews, as had at least one other previous major study of the

subject. (Overhead aircrews are extra aircrews within the sqLadron, air

group, or wing command structure that have only limited availability for

flight assignment because of the requirements of their command-type functions.)

The decision not to consider overhead aircrew concepts was based on the fact

that overhead aircrews might not always be available since the Marine Corps

often would be called on to deploy with less than a full wing structure.

In essence, the aircrew requirement must be established for the more demand-

ing cases in which the presence of overhead aircrews could not be guaranteed.

The effect of not considering overhead aircrews is also minimized

by the CREWAN formulation since a portion of the simulation results describe

how much each aircrew was used during the scenario. Aircrews that only

experience small use during the scenario could be considered as representing

the effect of overhead aircrews. A fuller discussion of this aspect of

CREWOIAN is contained in Appendix A.

13



B. Simulation Program Framework

The program algorithm framework that exerts an executive control

over the activities of the simulated CREUTAN scenario is shown in the

form of a flowchart in Figure 1. By means of this framework, data input

by the model user is read and interpreted to serve the needs of event

schedulers and statistics counters.

C. Model Events

Discussions of the CREIMAN events are presented in the following

paragraphs, along with descriptive-flowcharts. The integration of these

events with allowable aircraft and aircrew states provides the essence

of the conceptual logic of the CRENMAN model. Figures 2 and 3 are an

overview of that integration.

As shown in Figure 2, the potential aircraft states are defined as:

IDLE A state in which Aircraft are available for
mission assignmeut (that is, they are not down
for maintenance and turnaround), but are not as
yet assigned to a specific mission

ASSIGNMENT A state in which aircraft are committed to a
specific mission--the duiation of that comifit-
ment dictated by the mission time

NOT AVAILABLE A state in which aircraft are unavailable for
mission assignment, due to the requirement
for maintenance and turnaround following a
completed mission

These aircraft states are integrated (along with input/output factors)

by the CREWMAN events: NEW.DAY, MISSION, READY, and END.SORTIE.
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As shown in Figure 3, the potential aircrew states ,re defined as:

REST A state in which aircrews are unavailable for

assignment to a mission because they are not

on-duty

MISC.DUTY A state in which aircrews are available for
assignment to a mission because they are on-duty

and because they are not already committed to a

specific mission

FLIGHT DUTY A state in which aircrews are committed to a

specific mission--the duration of that commit-

ment dictated by the mission time

These aircraft states are integrated (along with input/output factors)

by the CREWMAN events: START.DUTY, END.MISSION, MISSION, and END.DUTY.

1. END.DUTY Event

The END.DUTY event in the simulation logic causes an on-duty

aircrew (residing in the MISC.DUTY state) to go off-duty (enter the REST

state). This action is based on the concept of a "duty day" that the

CREWMAN logic concept embraces. Under this formulation, each aircrew is

assigned a regular duty day during which that aircrew is available for

a mission assignment or miscellaneous duty. The duty day is a consecutive

period of time, and it is followed by another consecutive period of time

that coincides with aircrew re3t (during which no mission assignments

may be accepted).

Practically speaking, the logic of the END.DUTY event causes

four actions to be carried out as shown in Figure 4:

0 Update aircrew's accumulated miscellaneous duty time

* Apply Naval regulations (Table 1) to determine the

extent of rest due the aircrew

18
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* Place the aircrew in the appropriate rest status

* Schedule the next duty day for the aircrew.

Accumulated miscellaneous duty time is calculated as the total

amount of time of non-flight and non-briefing duty time accumulated from

the time the aircrew initially entered the scenario (this could be Day I

or Day 30, depending on the number of aircrews required to meet the mission

demand throughout the scenario).

Navy regulations prescribe standards for the amount of flight

time that an aircrew can accumulate over varying periods of time. These

standards have been summarized in Table I previously, and they are con-

tained in the CREWMAN logic in the form of a filter that determines which

standards, if any, are applicable--based on the aircrew's previous history.

Once the amount of rest due to an aircrew is determined, the

END.DUTY event places that aircrew in the REST state. The REST state

contains two components: normal rest and extended rest. Normal rest is

taken to mean the amount of time in the aircrew's 24-hour day that is not

"on-duty" time. It is applied normally when no other standards are violated.

Extended rest is taken to mean the amount of time equal to the normal rest

period plus an additional 24 hours. It is applied when appropriate weekly Navy

flight standatds are violated. When a crew accumulates its maximum monthly

flight hours, it is put in rest indefinitely.

The aircrew's next duty day is scheduled by determining when

the REST state ends, based on the type of rest status in which the aircrew

has been placed.

2. END.MISSION Event

The END.MISSION event in the simulation logic causes an aircrew

to transition from a FLIGHT DUTY state to a MISC.DUTY state following com-

pletion of the air (or ground alert) mission and its subsequent post-mission

debrief. It is a straightforward logic construct as shown in Figure 5.
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3. END.SORTIE Event

The END.SORTIE event in the simulation logic causes an aircraft

to transition from the ASSIGNMENT state to the NOT AVAILABLE state follow-

ing completion c¢f an air mission. Based on the downtime assigned to the

aircraft (see discussion of aircraft availability in Part II.A2), this

event also generates a READY event for the aircraft's return to a status

capable of accepting another mission. It is a straightforward logic con-

struct as shown in Figure 6.

END.SO~RIE

L1
PLACE A/C IN

NOT AVAILABLE STATE

FROM
ASSIGNMENT STATE

I

SCHEDULE READY

EVENT PER OPERATIONS
T04PO FOR DAY

RETURN

FIGURE 6 END.SORTIE EVENT MACRO FLOWCHART
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4. READY Event

The READY event in the simulation logic causes an aircraft to

transition from a NOT AVAILABLE state to an IDLE state following comple-

tion of the maintenance and turnaround downtime that the aircraft incurred

following its last mission. It is a straightforward logic construct as

shown in Figure 7.

READY

PLACE A/C IN
IDLE STATE

NOT AVAILABLE STATE

-RETU

FIGURE 7 READY EVENT MACRO FLOWCHART
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5. START.DUTY Event

The START.DUTY event in the simulation logic causes an aircrew

to transition from a REST state to a MISC.DUTY state following completion

of the required rest period that the aircrew was assigned after its last

duty day. Oni the basis of the time at which the new duty day is initiated

and the length of the duty day (defined by the simulation user), a time

for ending the duty day is calculated and the transition to a subsequent

REST state is scheduled. It is a straightforward logic construct as shown

in Figure 8.

START. DUTY

PLACE CREW IN

1ISC.;DUTY STATE
FROM

REST STATE

SCHEDUME

END.DuTY
FOR CREW

01

C RETUDRN,

FIGURE 8 START.DUTY EVENT MACRO FLOWCHART
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6. MISSION Event

The MISSION event in the simulation logic finds and brings

together the aircraft and aircrew resources necessary to fill a mission

in the scenario. If an aircraft is not available, the mission is not

undertaken, and that fact is recorded as a missed mission in the computer

output. If an aircrew is not available, a new aircrew if formed; there-

fore, a mission is never missed because an aircrew if not available. (In

other words, aircrews are treated as dependent variables whose value is

driven by the circumstances of the scenario.) The logic of the MISSION

event is shown in Figure 9.

In selecting the aircrew for assignment to a mission, the simu-

lation logic performs a sorting function that determines the "most eligible

aircrew." The concept of the most eligible aircrew is based on finding an

aircrew that has flight capability left in its duty day (that is, one that

will not violate its recommended flight hours or sorties by accepting

another flight); an aircrew that has enough time left in its duty day to

fulfill the requested mission prior to going off-duty; and, finally, of

those aircrews still eligible, the one that is closest to going off-duty.

The MISSION event also accounts for both aircraft and aircrew

losses due to combat attrition, and it updates flight statistics for air

missions. Aircrew and aircraft losses are computed independently by

CREWMAN, which can give rise to the anomoly of a crew being lost without

the 3ircraft-being lost. Given the structure of the model, this s not

critical, however, because average availabilities of both aircrews and

aircraft are of first order importance. Over a 30-day scenario, the losses

will approach the average loss parameters that were input.
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7. NEW.DAY Event

The NEW.DAY event in the simulation logic is the modeling arti-

fact for translating the scenario input into the action sequence required

to simulate a Marine Corps squadron performing air operations over a 30-day

scenario. It is also the breakpoint within the simulation for gathering

interim (daily) statistics covering the actions taken and the resources used.

The logic of the NEW.DAY event is as shown in Figure 10. Daily

statistics are accumulated for the previous day's operations and printed

out in the daily summary portion of the simulation results. Appropriate

summaries that are to be presented in the scenario totals portion of the

simulation results are also generated.

In terms of actions critical to the simulation, this event pro-

vides the mechanism for replacing lost aircraft. This procedure is

accomplished on the basis of the two user inputs, aircraft resupply delay

and aircraft resupply allotment. For CREWMAN these parameters are meant

to mean the number of aircraft that can be supplied within a certain period

of time.

For example, suppose the aircraft resupply delay is taken to be

4 days and the aircraft resupply allotment is taken to be 4 aircraft. The

concept of resupply in CREWMAN, under this example, will tend to supply 4

aircraft replacements in every 4-day period when they are needed. If 4

aircraft were lost on Day I and 4 more were lost on Day 2, CREWMAN would

resupply 4 aircraft on Day 5 and 4 more on Day 9, rather than 4 on Day 5

and 4 rn Day 6.

Another action that NEW.DAY provides is the mission schedule for

each day's simulation of air operations. The number of missions is a user

input, and it is the same for each day of the scenario. The time at which

these missions appear each day varies, however, according to a random draw

from a uniform probability distribution. In this formulation, day missions
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are equally likely to occur at any time during the 12-hour day period, and

night missions are equally likely to occur at any tme during the 12-hour

night period.

2
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III SIMULATION MODEL INPUT

The SIMSCRIPT 11.5 programming language was selected for CREWMAN, in

part, because of the ease by which data can be entered in simulation applica-

tions. The SIMSCRIPT 11.5 attribute most responsible for this facility is

the "free-form read" characteristic. Briefly, the free-form nature of the

language relieves the burden of constantly monitoring format constraints

in terms of column-associated entries; therefore, data need *:rlJy be separated

by a blank to satisfy the SIMSCRIPT 11.5 data entry requirements. It is

essential, however, that all data fields be filled by either numeric or alpha-

numeric characters, and that all alphanumeric words be expressed in four or

fewer characters.

Data input requirements for CREWMAN are not extensive. Each exercise

of the CREWMAN model re-,ires only a small data set (5 or more 80-column

computer cards, or the equivalent amount of lines on a terminal entry device).

With the appropriate data set, CREWMAN can be instructed to produce a single

scenario simulation or multiple scenario simulations during a single job sub-

mission to the computer. Each scenario run may also be replicated one er

more times for sensitivity analyses of the stochastic parameters.

The CREWMAN data set consists of two types of information. The first

embraces those parameters that are necessary to completely describe the

circumstances and resources of the Marine Corps aviation squadron activity

that is being simulated. The information requirement for this calls for

three computer cards that contain: (i) squadron data, (2) scenario data,

and (3) operations data.

The second type of information consists of user-initiated control

data that specify computer instructions for use of the model. The
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information requirement for this calls for two computer cards that contain:

(1) simulation control data, and (2) simulation termination data.

All of these data. types are described in following subsections. Each

description includes specifications for the data entry formats required by

the CREWMAN model. A final subsection contains a discussion on how the

different data card types may be structured to set up single and multiple

simulation runs of various types.

A. Squadron Data

1. Information Description

Squadron data- required by CREWMAN describes the physical and

operational characteristics of the aircraft flown by the Marine Corps

squadron whose operations are being simulated. These characteristics

are:

0 Squadron type--designated by generic Marine Corps aircraft
and aircraft usage, such as VMA, VMFA, HMH, ML, and so on.

• Aircraft type--aircraft model assigned to a Marine Corps

squadron.

* Squadron unit equipped (U/E) aircraft--number of aircraft

assigned to a Marine Corps squadron.

* Normal maintenance time--amount of time spent on aircraft

maintenance for each hour of flight time during normal

operations.

• Surge maintenance time--amount of time spent on aircraft

maintenance for each hour of flight time during surge

operations.

a Rearm and refuel time--amount of time spent on rearming
and refueling an aircraft after every mission.

* Multi-piloted--whether or not the air raft is multi-piloted.

• Pressurization--whether or not the aircraft is pressurized.

* Ejection seat--whether or not the aircraft has an ejection

seat.
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In the following paragraphs each element of scenario data is addressed

to identify: (1) the nature of its potential numeric value or alpha-

numeric word, (2) its use in the CREWMAN model, and (3) potential sources

for determining it.

a. Squadron Type

The squadron type may be any one of the Marine Corps

fixed- or rotary-wing squadrons or a component detachment thereof. The

sole modeling artifact of the CREWMAN model is that the squadron or

squadron detachment contain only one aircraft type. The squadron type

data are provided in an alphanumeric word of 4 characters or less. The

selection of characters is up to the user (subject to the 4-character

constraint), but the following list has been provided as an example of

potential identifiers based on current Marine Corps squadron types:

Squadron Type Potential Identifier

VMA VMA

VMA(AW) VMAW

VMFA VMFA

VMA(V) VMAV

VMO VMO

VMAQ VMAQ

VMFP VMFP

VMGR VMGR

HMH HMH

HNM

HML HML

HMA HMA
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The squadron type information is not used in the simulation

algorithm, but it is output with the results of the computer run as an

identifier to the analyst of the problem being simulated.

A definitive source of squadron type information is

FMFM 5-1, Marine Aviation.

b. Aircraft Type

The aircraft type may be any one of the Marine Corps

fixed- or rotary-wing aircraft. The aircraft type data are provided in

an alphanumeric word of 4 characters or less. The selection of characters

is up to the user (subject to the 4-character constraint), but the follow-

ing list has been provided as an example of potential identifiers based on

current Marine Corps aircraft inventories:

Aircraft Type Potential Identifier

A-4 A4

A-6A A6A

F-4J F4J

AV-8A AVSA

OV-IOA OVI0

EA-6B EA6B

RF-4B RF4B

KC-130 C130

CH-53D CH53

CH-46F CH46

U -IN UHIN

AH-lJ AHIJ
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The aircraft type information is not used in the simulation

algorithm, but it is output with the results of the computer run as an

identifier to the analyst of the problem being simiulated.

A definitive source bf aircraft type information is the

Effective Fleet Marine Force Table of Equipment (T/E) series.

c. Squadron U/E Aircraft

The squadron U/E aircraft represents the pre-scenario

allocation of aircraft available to the squadron whose operations are-

being simulated. Squadron U/E data are provided to CREWMAN by an integer

value.

Squadron U/E data are used in the simulation algorithm to

define the number of initial aircraft available to conduct air ,and ground

alert missions. It provides the upper bound on the number of aircraft

that are present at any one time in- the scenario, and it is used in the

determination of the aircrew seat ratio.

The definitive source of squadron U/E aircraft information

is the Effective Fleet Marine Force Tables of Equipment (T/E) series.

d. Normal Mainitenance Time

The normal maiutenance time provides information on the

average amount of time an aircraft is down due to maintenance during

normal sustained combat operations. Normal maintenance time is provided

to CREWMAN by a real numeric value that describes the amount of time

K I(hours) spent in maintenance for each flight hour.
This parameter is a primary contributor to the determina-

tion of aircraft availability in the model. Its specification is a

particularly complex undertaking due to the number of factors involved--

including the interaction and scheduling of the squadron maintenance
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activity, and the basic reliability and maintainability of the aircraft.

Actual operational experience is, perhaps, the best source of information,

but extrapolations and models can be used to provide representa-

tive values. Normal maintenance time can also be estimated from the main-

tenance and supply records of such systems as the Naval Maintenance Data

Collection System (3M).

This parameter might be -artificially reduced if the user

can assume a certain amount of maintenance is done during idle hours, such

as might occur if a squadron only flies during one-half, of a day.

e. Surge Maintenance Time

The surge maintenance time provides information on the

average amount of time an aircraft is down due to maintenance during

temporary surge combat operations. Surge maintenance time is provided

to CREWMAN by a real numeric value that describes the amount of time

(hours) spent in maintenance for each flight hour.

This parameter is a primary contributor to the determina-

tion of aircraft availability in the model. Its specification is a

particularly complex undertaking due to the number of factors involved--

including the interaction and scheduling of the squadron maintenance

activity, and the basic reliability and maintainability of the aircraft.

Actual operational experience is, perhaps, the best source of information,

but extrapolations and models can be used to provide representa-

tive values. Surge maintenance time can also be estimated from the main-

tenance and supply records of such systems as the Naval Maintenance Data

Collection System (3M).

This parameter might be artificially reduced if the user

can assume a certain amount of maintenance is done during idle hours,

such as might occur if a squadron only flies during one-half-of a day.
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f. Rearm and Refuel Time

The rearm and refuel time provides information concerning

the amount of time an aircraft is down due to rearming and refueling after

every flight. Rearm and refuel time data are provided to CREWMAN by a real

numeric value that describes the above parameter in hours.

Actual operational experience is, perhaps, the best source

of information, but extrapolations and models can be used to provide

representative vaiucs.

g. Multi-Piloted

Multi-pilot information reflects the number of aviators

required to fly an aircraft of a particular type. This parameter is used

as a factor in establishing flight-hour ceilings for aircrews according

to the recommendations of OPNAViNST 3710.7J, as summarized previously in

Table 1. Multi-pilot information data are provided to CREWMAN through

an alphanumeric code having two possible alternatives. If the aircraft

requires more than one pilot, the alphanumeric word "YES" is entered,

and if the aircraft requires one pilot, the alphanumeric word "NO" is

entered.

Multi-pilot data are used in the simulation algorithm to

help determine the appropriate policy to apply with regard to the number

of flight hours a particular aircrew will be allowed to accumulate over

various periods of time; therefore, the specification of the number of

aviators allows CREWMAN to effect administrative policy regulating aircrew

flight hours.
Li

A definitive source of multi-pilot information is the NATOPS

Flight Manual for the aircraft under consideration.
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h. Pressurization

Aircraft pressurization information reflects the flight

environment of aircrews flying different aircraft. This environment is

used as a factor in establish flight-hour ceilings for aircrews according

to the recommendations of OPNAVINST 3710.7J, as summarized previously in

Table i. Aircraft pressurization information data are provided to CREWMAN

through an alphanumeric code having two possible alternatives. If the

aircraft is pressurized, the alphanumeric word "YES" is entered, and if

the aircraft is not pressurized, the alphanumeric word "NO" is entered.

Aircraft pressurization data are used in the simulation

algorithm to help determine the appropriate policy to apply with regard

to the number of flight hours a particular aircrew will be allowed to

accumulate over various periods of time; hence, the specification of the

aircraft pressurization allows CREWMAN to effect administrative policy

regulating aircrew flight hours.

A definitive source of aircraft pressurization information

is the NATOPS Flight Manual for the aircraft under consideration.

i. Ejection Seat

Ejection seat information reflects the presence of an

ejection seat in a particular aircraft. This parameter is used ai a factor

in establishing flight-hour ceilings for aircrews according to the recommenda-

tions of OPNAVINST 3710.7J, as summarized previously in Table I. Ejection

seat information data are provided to CREWMAN through an alphanumeric code

having two possible alternatives. If the aircraft has an ejection seat,

the alphanumeric word "YES" is entered, and if the aircraft does not, the

alphanumeric word "NO" is entered.

Ejection seat data are used in the simulation algorithm to

help determine the appropriate policy to apply with regard to the number
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of flight hours a particular aircrew will be allowed to accumulate over

various periods of time; hence, the specification of the presence of an

ejection seat allows CREWMAN to effect administrative policy regulating

aircrew flight hours.

A definitive source of ejection seat information is the

NATOPS Flight Manual for the aircraft under consideration.

2. Input Card Format

One- 80-column computer card is required to enter the squadron

data (described above) necessary to run the CREWMAN model. In accordance

with the SIMSCRIPT 11.5 facility for free-form data entry, it is not

necessary that strict column formats be specified. It is necessary, however,

that 19 fields of data be supplied, and that each field be separated by a

"blank". It is also necessary that .any alphanumeric field not exceed 4

characters. The following tabulation describes the content and sequence

of the 19 required fields:

Field Number -Data Entry Field Description

I "SQDN" Required data card identification

2 Alphanumeric Identifies following field as

designation squadron type data

3 Alphanumeric Squadron type mnemonic

designation

4 Alphanumeric Identifies following field as air-

designation craft type data

5 Alphanumeric Aircraft type mnemonic

designation

6 Alphanumeric Identifies following field as

designation squadron U/E aircraft data

7 Integer Number of aircraft assigned to

value, the squadron
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Field Number Data Entry Field Description

8 Alphanumeric Identifies following field as

designation normal maintenance time data

9 Real Amount of time (hours) spent on

value aircraft maintenance for each flight
hour during normal operations

10 Alphanumeric Identifies following field as surge
designation maintenance time data

11 Real Amount of time (hours) spend on

value aircraft maintenance for each flight
hour during surge operations

12 Alphanumeric Identifies following field as rearm
designation and refuel time

13 Real Amount of time (hours) spent on

value rearming and refueling an aircraft
after every mission

14 Alphanumeric Identifies following field as multi-
designation piloted data

15 "YES" or "NO" Whether or not aircraft is multi -

piloted

16 Alphanumeric Identifies following field as
designation pressurization data

17 "YES" or "NO" Whether or not aircraft is pressurized

18 Alphanumeric Identifies following field as

designation ejection seat data

19 "YES" or "NO" Whether or not aircraft has an

ejection seat

B. Scenario Data

1. Information Description

Scenario data required by CREWMAN describe the physical and

operational environment in which the selected squadron is being simulated.

That environment is described by the following:
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* Aircraft attrition--estimated number of aircraft lost
in conbat per sortie flown

0 Aircrew attrition--estimated number of aircrews lost

in combat per sortie flown

* Non-flying days--number of days of no air operations
during the 30-day scenario (for example, due to poor

weather)

* Surge days--number of days of projected intense combat

operations beginning the 30-day scenario

* Aircraft resupply delay--number of days required to

replace U/E aircraft lost in combat

* Aircraft resupply allotment--maximum number of aircraft

that can be replaced within the period of the aircraft

resupply delay.

In the following paragraphs each element of scenario data is addressed

to identify: 11) its potential numeric value or alphanumeric word, (2)

its use in the CREWMAN model, and (3) potential sources for determining

it.

a. Aircraft Attrition

The aircraft attrition parameter provides information on

the average expected loss of aircraft in combat during the 30-day scenario.

This parameter is commonly specified as a rate--describing the number of

expected losses per 1000 sorties of the aircraft. Aircraft attrition -data

are provided to CREWMAN by a real numeric value that describes the expected

.2 number of losses per single sortie (for example, 0.010 losses per sortie).

Aircraft attrition data are used in the simulation algorithm

/A to determine randomly those air missions that will result in -the loss of

aircraft. A random number stream is sampled during each mission to see if

criteria for loss of the aircraft are met. The process is based on a random

sampling technique, and successive runs of the simulation may not yield the

same results.
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Aircraft attrition rates are a function of such factors

as the weapon capability of the enemy, the density of enemy weapons, and

operations policy, as well as the vulnerability of the aircraft. Such

rates, therefore, could vary widely over several scenarios. The best

sources of estimation are based on combat experience and aircraft vulner-

ability test information.

b. Aircrew Attrition

The aircrew attrition parameter provides information on

the average expected loss of aircrews in combat during the 30-day scenario.

As for aircraft attrition, aircrew attrition is provided to CREWMAN by a

real numeric value that describes the expected number of losses per sortie

(for example, 0.007 losses per sortie).

Aircrew attrition data are used in the simulation algorithm

to determine randomly those air missions that will result in the loss of

aircrews. This is an independent determination from the aircraft attrition

determination, but it is done in the same random manner. As a modeling

artifact, CREWMAN treats aircraft and aircrew attrition as being independent,

so that aircrews may be lost on air missions that do not lose aircraft (or

vice versa). In any case, the losses for both will tend toward the value

specified by the user according to the laws of probability.

The factors affecting aircrew attrition are basically the

same as those affecting aircraft attrition. The best sources of estimation

are based on combat experience and aircraft vulnerability test information.

c. Non-Flying Days

The specification of a number of non-flying days in the

30-day scenario is included to account for the possible effect of poor

weather that would restrict air operations on those days. Non-flying
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days data are provided to CREWMAN by an integer value that specifies the

total number of days in the scenario during which no air operations will

be conducted.

Non-flying days data are used in the simulation algorithm

to determine those days that will be designated as having no air operations.

The process is based on an random sampling technique, and successive runs of

the simulation may not yield the same results.

User judgment of scenario weather conditions is the usual

source of information for the specification of non-flying days.

d. Surge Days

The surge days parameter provides information on the number

of days beginning the 30-day scenario that will be designated for high ful-

fillment of air missions due to a short-duration air operations policy.

Surge data are provided to CREWMAN by an integer value that indicates the

desired number of days to be included in the surge period.

Surge days data are used in the simulation algorithm to

specify those scenario days during which aircraft av. -lability (as deter-

mined by its downtime) will be at the high value associated with its surge

sortie rate. As a modeling artifact, the surge period is always a con-

secutive number of days that occurs at the beginning of the 30-day scenario.

User judgment is the source of information for the specifica-

tion of this parameter. It is possible to have no surge conditions by

specifying zero days of surge.

e. Aircraft'Resupply Data

The aircraft resupply delay parameter provides information

on the period of time between the loss of an aircraft in combat and the
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availability of a new aircraft in the scenario as its replacement. Air-

craft resupply delay data are provided to CREWMAN by an integer value that

indicates the length of the delay in days.

Aircraft resupply delay data are used in the simulation

algorithm to schedule replacement aircraft in the scenario.

Aircraft resupply delays are commonly a function of air-

craft type, the scenario, and Marine Corps operating policy. User judgment

is the source of information for the specification of this parameter.

f. Aircraft Resupply Allotment

The aircraft resupply allotment parameter provides informa-

tion concerning the maximum number of aircraft that could be expected to

be available to replace aircraft lost in combat during a specified interval

of time. Aircraft resupply allotment data are provided to CREWMAN by an

integer value that indicates the maximum number of aircraft that are avail-

able to replace lost aircraft within the time period of the aircraft resupply

delay.

Aircraft resupply allotment data are used in the simulation

algorithm to bound the supply of aircraft that may be replaced within the

space of the resupply delay.

The aircraft resupply allotment parameter must be specified

always in conjunction with the aircraft resupply delay parameter. Sources

of this type of information are the same as those stated for the resupply

delay.
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2. Input Card Format

One 80-column computer card is required to enter the scenario

data (described above) necessary to run the CREWMAN model. In accordance

with the SiMSCRIPT 11.5 facility for free-form data entry, it is not

necessary that strict column formats be specified. It is necessary,

however, that 13 fields of data be supplied, and that each field be sep-

arated by a "blank". It is also necessary that any alphanumeric field

not exceed 4 characters. The following tabulation describes the content

and sequence of the 13 required fields:

Field Number Data Entry Field Description

I "SCEN" Required data card identification

2 Alphanumeric Identifies following field as
designation aircraft attrition data

3 Real Number of aircraft lost per sortie

value flown

4 Alphanumeric Identifies following field as
designation aircrew attrition data

5 Real Number of aircrews lost per sortie
value flown

6 Alphanumeric Identifies following field as non-
designation flying days data

7 Integer Number of non-flying days in
value scenario

8 Alphanumeric Identifies following field as

designation surge days data

9 Integer Number of surge days

value beginning the scenario

10 Alphanumeric Identifies following field as

designation aircraft resupply delay data

ii Integer Nui-ber of days delay before
value aircraft lost in combat can be

replaced
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Field Number Data Entry Field Description

12 Alphafumeric Identifies following field as

designation aircraft resupply allotment data

13 Integer Maximum number of aircraft that

value can replace combat lost U/E air-
craft within the period of the

aircraft resupply delay

C. Operations Data

1. Information Description

Operations data required by CREWMAN describe the framework of

the simulated squadron's activity in the scenario. As such, it sets the

level, appropriation, and duration of aircraft/aircrew resource commit-

ment in the scenario. This framework contains the following items:

" Aircrew daily duty hours--the assigned amount of time

each day during which aircrews are available for mission

assignment.

* Air mission requests (day)--the number of air missions

requested during a 12-hour daylight period each day.

" Air mission requests (night)--fhe nutiber of air missions

requested during a 12-hour night period each day.

* Ground alert mission requests (day)--the number of alert

missions requested during a 12-hour daylight period each

day.

* Ground alert mission requests (night)--the number of

alert missions requested during a 12-hour night period

each day.

" Air mission time--the projected flight time required
to accomplish assigned air missions.

* Ground alert mission time--the projected alert time
required to fulfill assigned alert missions.

* Briefing times--the amount o time allocated to pre-

mission briefs and to post-ntission debriefs.
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In the following paragraphs each element of operations data is addressed

to identify: (1) the nature of its potential numeric value or alpha-

numeric woru, (2) its use in the CREWMAN model, and (3) potential sources

for determining it.

a. Aircrew Daily Duty Hours

The aircrew daily duty hours information defines the con-

secutive hours in one day that each aircrew is on-duty (that is, available

to accept a mission assignment). While each aircrew is on-duty the same

length of time, their starting and ending times are randomly dispersed

throughout the day (and/or night) depending on when they accepted their

first mission in the scenario--that being the start of their first duty-

day. Aircrew daily duty hours data are provided to CREWMAN by a real

numeric value that specifies the number of hours in an aircrew's duty day.

Aircrew daily duty hours data are used in the simulation

algorithm as one of the mechanisms by which aircrews are able to accept

or reject mission requests. The daily duty hours are one component of

a daily cycle that also includes a normal rest period (the remainder of

the 24-hour day that is not part of the daily duty hours).

User judgment and normal squadron operations procedures

are usual sources of this type of data.

b. Air Mission Requests (Day)

Air missions in the CREWMAN formulation are those that

actually involve flight time. Depending on the type of squadron involved,

the air mission-might be close air support, interdiction, reconnaissance,

troop transport, and so on. The CREWMAN model makes no distinction as to

the type of air mission, and each air mission for a particular squadron

has the same characteristics-with regard to mission time, briefing times,

attrition rates, and so on.
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Air missions requests (day) information is the user-defined

number of air missions that will be scheduled during the 12-hour daylight

period of each day. (This number does not change during the 30-day scenario.)

Air mission request data are provided to CREWMAN by an integer value that

reflects the total number of a:r mission of this type for each day in the

scenario.

Air mission requests (day) data are used in the simulation

algorithm to establish a mission schedule for the daylight period. Under

the assumption that missions are equally likely to occur at any time

during that period, a random process is-used to construct a daily schedule,

so that even though the same number of missions occur each day, ,they appear

at different times on different days.

User judgment and combat experience are sources for estimat-

ing air mission request information. While theoretically any number of

requests may be made, ,the number of missions that can be met is practicably

tied to the number of aircraft used in the scenario and their effective

daily sortie rate.

c. Air Mission Requests (Night)

Air mission requests (night) correspond exactly in their

formulation to that discussed directly above for day mission requests,

with the exception that these missions occur during the 12-hour period

of darkness during each scenario day.

d. Ground Alert Mission Requests (Day)

Ground alert missions in the CREWMAN formulation are those

that do hot involve flight time. Depending on the type of squadron in-

volved, the ground alert mission might be strip-launched intercept, ground

loiter, and so on. The CREWMAN model makes no distinction as to the type
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of ground alert mission, and each ground alert mission for a particular

squadron has the same characteristics with regard to mission time, brief-

ing times, and so on.

Ground alert mission- requests (day) information is the user-

defined number of ground alert missions that will be scheduled during the

12-hour daylight period of each day. (This number does not change during

the 30-day scenario.) Ground alert mission request data are provided to

CREWMAN by an integer value that reflects the total number of ground alert

missions of this type for each day in the scenario.

Ground alert mission requests (day) data are used in the

simulation algorithm to establish a mission schedule for the daylight

period. Under the assumption that missions are equally likely to occur

at any time during that period, a random process is used to construct a

daily schedule, so that even though the same number of missions occur each

day, they appear at different times on different days.

User judgment and combat experience are sources for

estimating ground alert mission request information.

e. Ground Alert Mission Requests (Night)

Ground alert mission requests (night) correspond exactly

in their formulation to that discussed directly above for day ground

alert mission requests, with the exception that these missions occur

during the 12-hour period of darkness during each scenario day.

f. Air Mission Time

The air mission time represents the length of time that

an aircraft is airborne during a mission. These data are provided to the

CREWMAN by a real numeric value that reflects the air mission time in hours.
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Air mission time is diversely used in the simulation

algorithm. It represents the time (along with the brieifing times) during

which an assigned aircrew in the middle of its duty day cannot accept

another mission. In conjunction with the sortie rate, it is used in deter-

mining the downtime associated with each aircraft following a mission. It

is also accounted against each aircrew's flight hour ceilings following

each mission.

User judgement and combat experience are the sources for

information of this type.

g. Ground Alert Mission Time

The ground alert mission time represents the length of

time that an aircraft is on station while carrying out a ground alert

mission. These data are provided to the CREWMAN model by a real numeric

value that reflects the ground alert mission time in hours.

Ground alert mission time is used in the simulation

algorithm to represent the time (along with the briefing times) during

which an assigned aircrew in the middle of its duty day cannot accept

another mission. It also affects aircraft in the same way.

User judgment and combat experience are the sources for

information of this type.

h. Briefing Times

Briefing time information reflects the amount of time that

aircrews are engaged in preparation for a specific assigned mission, as

well as the amount of time that aircrews are engaged in recording the

results of a c6mpleted mission. In CREWMAN, the specification of brief-

ing time applies equally to the pre-mission brief and the post-mission
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debrief. (That is, a simplifying assumption of the CREWMAN formulation

is that the two times are equal.) Briefing time data are provided to

CREWMAN through a real numeric value that represents the time in hours

that an aircrew will be engaged prior to an assigned mission and follow-

ing that mission.

Briefing time data are used in the simulation algorithm to

represent the amount of time (in addition to the mission time) associated

with each mission that an aircrew is unavailable for assignment to other

missions. Briefing times are associated both with air missions and with

ground alert missions in CREWMAN.

User judgment and standard squadron operational procedures

are sources for estimating the duration of mission briefs.

2. Input Card Format

One 80-column computer card is required to enter the operations

data (described above) necessary to run the CREWMAN model. In accordance

with the SIMSCRIPT 11.5 facility for free-form data entry, it is not nec-

essary that strict column formats be specified. It is necessary, however,

that 17 fields of data be supplied, and that each field be separated by a

"blank". It is also necessary that any alphanumeric field not exceed 4

characters. The following tabulation describes the content and sequence

of the 17 required fields:

Field Number Data Entry Field Description

1 "OPNS" Required data card identification

2 Alphanumeric Identifies following field as
designation aircrew daily duty hours data

3 Real Length of aircrew daily duty in
value hours



Field Number Data Entry Field Description

4 Alphanumeric Identifies following field as
designation air mission request (day) data

5 Integer Number of requested air missions

value during 12-hour daylight period

each day

6 Alphanumeric Identifies following field as
designation air mission request (night) data

7 Integer Number of requested air missions

value during 12-hour night period each

day

8 Alphanumeric Identifies following field as
designation ground alert mission request

(day) data

9 Integer Number of requested ground alert
value missions during 12-hour daylight

period each day

10 Alphanumeric Identifies following field as
designation ground alert mission request

(night) data

II Integer Number of requested ground alert

missions during 12-hour night

period each day

12 Alphanumeric Identifies following field as
designation air mission time data

13 Real Length of air missions in hours

value

14 Alphanumeric Identifies following fields as
designation ground alert mission time data

15 Real Length of ground alert missions
value in hours

16 Alphanumeric Identifies following field as
designation briefing time data

17 Real Length of aircrew pre-mission brief
value in hours (post-mission debrief

automatically assumes the same value).
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D. Simulation Control Data

1. Information Description

Simulation control data required by CREWMAN specify instructions

that affect the replication of computer runs, the injection of random pro-

cesses in the simulation, and the interpretation of simulation results.

Those instructions are contained in the following data categories:

* Case replication--number of runs (during one job submission
to the computer center) of the simulation using the same
data set.

* Random number seed--number that specifies the starting
point in a random number stream that is used to initiate
stochastic events in the simulation.

* Aircrew minimum use cutoff--a specified number of flight
hours accumulated by aircrews in the simulation; aircrews'
accumulating fewer flight hours than this cutoff are not
considered in the calculation of the aircrew seat ratio

* and other results measuring scenario totals.

In the following paragraphs each element of simulation control data is

addressed to identify: (1) the nature of its potential numeric value,

(2) its use in the CREWMAN model, and (3) potential sources for deter-

mining it.

a. Case Replication

I' Case replication data are the user specification for the

number of single case exercises (that is, having a constant data set) to

be run consecutively during one job submission to the computer. Case

replication data are provided to CREWMAN by an integer value that specifies

the number of runs (initial run and subsequent replications) to be made.

Case replications are used to analyze the effect of the

stochastic processes that are imbedded in the simulation algorithm. These
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processes generate events in the simulation that may vary from one

simulation exercise to another (and hence cause a change in the calculated

aircrew seat ratio). By averaging the effect of these processes on multiple

runs, a representative aircrew seat ratio may be determined.

User judgment is "tsed in specifying the number of case

replications that should be conducted in support of a particular analysis

that the user is undertaking.

b. Random Number Seed

Random number seed information is a user control for ini-

tiating the stochastic events (mission schedules, attrition, and so on)

that take place in the simulation. Random number seed data are provided

to CREWMAN by an integer value that specifies where in the random number

stream the simulation is to begin sampling for a particular run. With

that in mind, it is best to specify the seed with a relatively small

(<100) number; otherwise, computer time is wasted.

The purpose of the random number seed information is to

provide a means whereby the user of CREWMAN can cause the simula-

tion to be the same as a previous one. To cause differences to occur

between exercises, the random number seeds should be set differently for

the two runs, but, to repeat a particular exercise, the random number

seeds should be set the same for the two runs.

The user's purpose is the basis for determining which

random number seed to use.

c. Minimum Aircrew Use Cutoff

Minimum aircrew use cutoff information is a user control

for interpreting the results of a CREWMAN simulation. It is required
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because the abstraction of air operations in the CREWMAN formulation can

cause spurious situations that unrealistically inflate the aircrew seat

ratio determined by the simulation. These spurious situations result

from the scheduling algorithms and the aircrew duty day concept. The

effect is that some aircrews are introduced in the scenario, but their

subsequent use is so little that their total flight hours in the scenario

is relatively insignificant. Therefore, the minimum aircrew use cutoff

data are used as a user-defined bound for significant flight time over

the 30-day scenario. These data are provided to CREWMAN by a real numeric

value that reflects the lower bound of significant flight hours for air-

crews in the scenario.

CREWMAN uses the minimum aircrew use cutoff data to dis-

count the scenario totals for aircrews whose flight hours fall short of

the specified bound. The aircrew seat ratio, then, is based on calcula-

tions using only those aircrews that experienced significant use in the

scenario, as defined by the value of the minimum aircrew use cutoff.

User experience and judgment are the source for this in-

formation. Since the maximum flight hours for any one aircrew in 30 days

is known, it seems reasonable to determine the minimum cutoff on the basis

of some percentage of the maximum (perhaps 10% for example). The effect

*of the cutoff need not be considered, however. This alternative is

employed by specifying the cutoff as zero.

2. Input Card Format

One 80-column computer card is required to enter the simulation

control.data (described above) necessary to run the CREWMAN model. In

accordance with the SIMSCRIPT 11.5 facility for free-form data entry, it

is not necessary that strict column formats be specified. It is necessary,

however, that 4 fields of data be supplied, and that each field be separated
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by a "blank". The following tabulation describes the content and sequence

of the 4 required fields:

Field Number Data Entry Field Description

I "RUN" Required data card identification

2 Integer Number of case replications to be

value run during this job submission

3 Integer Starting point for sampling of the
value computer generated random number

stream (to determine the outcome of
stochastic processes in the simula-
tion)

4 Real Number of flight hours accumulated
value by aircrews in the simulation that

will be considered as the cutoff
for determining aircrews that per-
formed a significant portion of the
time in the scenario.

E. Simulation Termination Data

I. Information Description

Simulation termination data required by CREWMAN specify informa-

tion to the computer that no further data exist on which to conduct simula-

tions during that particular job submission, and that the job should be

terminated and the results printed.

2. Input Card Format

One 80-column computer card is required to enter the simulation

termination data (described above) necessary to run the CREWMAN model.

This card has an extremely simple format c6ntaining only one field. Its

content is described in the following tabulation:
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Field Number Data Entry Field Description

1 "END" Required data card identification.

F. Data Set Structure

As indicated above, the minimum data entry requirements for exercis-

ing the CREWMAN model are five computer cards (or lines) of information

as follows:

* A card to enter squadron data ("SQDN card")

* A card to enter scenario data ("SCEN card")

• A card to enter operations data ("OPNS card")

* A card to enter simulation control data ("RUN card")

• A card to enter simulation termination data ("END card").

The use of these cards is somewhat flexible for providing single or

replicated runs (using the same or different data), but certain rules

must be observed.

The rules that govern the data set structure are as follows:

V The SQDN, SCEN, and OPNS cards may appear in any order,
but in whatever order they appear they must be followed

by at least one RUN card.

* An END card must appear once, and only once, and it must

appear as the final card of the data set (following the

last RUN card).

There are two cases that should be discussed with respect to these rules,

and with respect to the different instructions that the job submission

carries with it. One is described as the minimum case, and the other is

described as the extended case.

The minimum case contains the following -computer card sequence (or

variation according to the data set rule above):
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* SQDN card

0 SCEN card

* OPNS card

* RUN card

* END card.

In this case, the RUN card causes the data contained in the SQDN, SCEN,

and OPNS cards to be used in the simulation. Once the instructions of

the RUN card have been carried out, the END card causes the job to be

terminated and the results to be printed.

The extended case contains an extended card sequence, one example

of which is provided by the following card sequence:

0 SQDN card

* SCEN card

0 OPNS card

* RUN card

0 SCEN card

* RUN card

* END card.

In this case, the first RUN card causes the data contained in the first

SQDN, SCEN, and OPNS cards to be used in the simulation. Once the instructions

of the first RUN card have been carried out, the second SCEN card replaces

the first SCEN card. The second RUN card then causes the data contained in

the first SQDN and OPNS cards to be used with the data contained in the

,. second SCEN card in another simulation. Once the instructions of this

second RUN card have been carried out, the END card causes the job to

terminate and the results of both RUN cards to be printed.

In a similar manner, multiple case runs changing any of the SQDN,

SCEN, OPNS, or RUN cards may be accomplished. The rules to remember in

these situations are:
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" A new card of one of the following three types (SQDN, SCEN,
or OPNS) changes the data formerly entered to correspond

with that on the new card.

* Each RUN card operates with the most recent set of SQDN,
SCEN, or OPNS cards.

a RUN cards may follow one another consecutively, in which
case no changes occur in the- data used in the simulation.

* Any number of RUN cards may be used (but there is a proviso
that enough computer CPU time must be called for in the Job

Control Language to accommodate large runs).

An example of a minimum case data set is shown in Figure 11.
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IV SIMULATION MODEL OUTPUT

The computer output following each CREWMAN run provides the user

with summary descriptions and totals of the activities that occurred

during the simulation. Analysis may be performed on any of the various

parameters that CREWMAN monitors by comparing the results of several

different runs of the model.

The purpose of this section is to describe the several categories

of output information from the CREWMAN model. There are two major cat-

egories in the CREWMAN output: (1) an INPUT SUMMARY and (2) a,SIMULATION

RESULTS. fLach is addressed in. the following subsections.

A. INPUT SUMMARY

The purpose of the INPUT SUMMARY in the CREWMAN output is to present

in concisely and easily understood terminology the input data on which the

simulation run is based.

An example of the CREWMAN output covering the INPUT SUMMARY is contained

in Figure 12. As shown, this information is subdivided into four sedtions:

(1) SQUADRON ATTRIBUTES, (2) SCENARIO PROPERTIES, (3) OPERATIONS DOCTRINE,

and (4) RUN INFORMATION. These sections correspond to the input data

categories described in Section III for squadron data,, scenario data,

operations data and simulation control data, respectively.

B. SIMULATION RESULTS

The purpose of 'the SIMULATION RESULTS in the CREWMAN output is to

present in concise and easily understood terminology the most relevant

information produced by the simulation exercise.
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I

INPUT SUMMARY

SQLACRlN ATTRIBUTES:

scDl A/l SCnN M4AINT HR/FLIGHT HR REARM MULl PR&ESS EJECT
TYPE TYPE U/E NORMAL SURGE REFUEL PILOT URILE) SEAT

VMFA F-4 A6 &.0 1.00 2.00 Nd YES YES

SCENARIO PkOPEITIFS:

ATTRTN PER SORTIE NONFLY SURGE A/C RESUPFLY
A/C CREW DAYS DAYS DELAY ALLCTMNT

eClio .007C 0 0 4 4

OPERAIICNS DOCTRINE:

DAILY MISSION REQUESTS ALERT REQUESTS MISSION TIME BRIEF
OLIY HRS DAY NITE DAY NITE NORMAL ALERT TIMES

12.0 36 15 4 4 1.5 2.0 1.5

RLN INFORMATICN:

U.jjIFR RAKIfMH Nn. FLIU(HT HOUR
REPLICATIONS SEED CUT OFF

-- to 2n &-on

FIGURE 12 CREWMAN EXAMPLE OUTPUT (I)
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The SIMULATION RESULTS component of the CREWMAN output is sub-

divided into three sections: (1) DAILY SUMMARIES, (2) SCENARIO TOTALS,

and (3) MULTIPLE CASE STATISTICS. The first two subdivisions represent

the interim and aggregate information produced by the simdlated squadron

activity in the 30-day scenario. In the situation where one or more

replications of a case are being run, the third subdivision is present

to aggregate information produced by the initial case and its replica-

tions. (In this situation, the DAILY SUMMARIES and SCENARIO TOTALS apply

only to the first run of the replication set.)

1. DAILY SUMMARIES

Results contained in the DAILY SUMMARIES section of the

SIMULATION RESULTS are shown for an example CREWMAN simulation in

Figure 13. The following tabulation relates the mnemonics and abbrevia-

tions used in the computer output with the information collected by

CREWMAN during the simulation:

Mnemonic or Abbreviation Interpretation

DAY Current day (in 30 day scenario)

CREW LOSS (ADMIN) Aircrews lost to administrative

policy

CREW LOSS (KIA) Aircrews lost in combat

HI CREW Highest number of aircrews used to
current point in scenario

AVAIL A/C Number of aircraft available on
current day in scenario

CREW FLT.HR (AVE) Average number of flight hours for
each aircrew on current day in

scenario

CREW FLT.HR (MAX) Maximum number of flight hours
achieved by any aircrew on current

day in scenario
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SIMULATICK RESULTS

DAILl SUMMARIES (RUN NO. I IF CASE REPLICATED):

AY C.RFW LCSS HI AVAIL CREW FLT.HR CREW AVE MISSION-STATS
ADMIN KIA CREW A/C AVE MAX MI4SC.CUIY MET MISSED

I a 0 32 36 2.1 '3.0 5.6 52 7

2 0 1 38 35 117 3.0 6.9 49 10
3 0 C 41 35 1.6 3.0 7.0 49 10
4 0 0 45 34 1.6 3.0 7.1 46 13
5 ) 0 49 35 1,4 3'.0 7.7 46 13
6 0 49 35 1.1 3.0 8.6 47 12
7 0 0 49 36 1.2 3.0 8.4 48 11
8 3 0 49 36 1.2 3.0 8.3 5) 9
s G C 49 36 1.4 3.0 7.9 47 12

00 0 0 49 36 1.5 3.0 7.6 49 10
11 0 0 50 34 1o4 3.0 7.9 46 13
12 u C 51 34 1.2 3.0 8.4 47 12
.13 0 50 3_ 1.0 3.0. 42 7
14 o 0 51) 34 1.1 3.0 8.8 44 15
15 £j - C 51 32 1.3 3.0 8.1 49 10
-0 1 5 33 1.2 3.0 8.4 46 13 ...
17 3 0 50] 33 1.3 3.0 8.2 46 13
18 3 C 52 35 i.5 3-.0 7.5 48 11
19 a 0 57 36 1.3 3.n 7.9 47 12
21 1 0 52 36 1.2 3.0 8.5 5) 9
21 0 1 52 36 1.4 3.0 7.9 51 8
._ 0 0 52 36 1.3 3.0 8.1 47 12
23 0 0 52 36 1.2 3.0 893 47 12
24 0 0 52 35 1.3 3.0 8.1 47 12

-25 0 0 52 35 1.6 3.0 7.2 -49 10
26 0 1 53 35 1.3 3.0 8.1 45 14
27 0 1 53 36 1.2 3.0 8.4 50 9

-. 28 0 0 53 35 1.3 3.0 8.2 48 11
29 0 0 53 35 1.2 3 t0 8.3 47 12P3) 0 0 54 35 1.2, 3.0 8.4 47 12

FIGURE 13 CREWMAN EXAMPLE OUTPUT (II)
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Mnemonic or Abbreviation Interpretation

CREW AVE MISC.DUTY Average number of miscellaneous
duty hours for each aircrew on

current day in scenario

MISSION STATS (MET) Number of air and ground alert

missions met on current day in
scenario

MISSION STATS (MISSED) Number of air and ground alert

missions missed on current day in

scenario

2. SCENARIO TOTALS

Results contained in the SCENARIO TOTALS section of the SIMULATION

RESULTS are shown for an example CREWMAN simulation in Figure 14. As

indicated in Figure 14 by the statement "(STATISTICS REFLECT THOSE CREWS

WITH TOTAL FLIGHT HRS GREATER THAN XX.)", a certain condition must exist

before an aircrew in the simulation will be included in some of the summary

statistics. The source of that condition is the minimum aircrew use cutoff

value input by the user before the start of the simulation run (this is

explained in Subsection III.D). Aircrews having total flight hours greater

than the minimum aircrew use cutoff value will be considered for all statistics;

aircrews having total flight hours less than the minimum aircrew use cutoff

value will be excluded in the compilation of the following results: AIRCREW

SEAT RATIO, CREW SORTIES FLOWN, CREW TTL FLIGHT 'HRS, and CREW TTL MISC.DUTY.

The following tabulation relates the mnemonics and abbreviations

used in the computer output with the information collected by CREWMAN

during the simulation:
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SCENAkIC TL]TALS IRUN NO. I IF CASE REPLICATED):

4 STATISTICS REFLECT THCSE CREWS WITH TOTAL FLIGHT MRS GREATER THAN 6.OJ)

AIRCRFN SPAT
RATIO

MEAN STO.OEV PAX YIN MEAN STO.OEV MAX MIN ACMIN KIA COUNT

24,2 ft.I7 42 8, 36.3 10.1 63.0 1210 a s so

REW TIL RISCOLTY Alt A/C rnRTIF VISSICIN STATS
FEAN STO.OEV MAX MIN USED RATE MET HISSED,

79L.&5 276.0l 4B.fl 46 - 1-14 14A A44

-~jrTAL EL IGHT I RS FOR FACH CREW LRUN NO,~ I IF CASE RERA ICATPOI

CR11. NUMeER I HAS 60.00 TCT.FHRS
CR-h NUI4PFR 2 H AS 48.00 TOTFHRS
CRC). NUMBER 3 HAS 37.50 TCT.FHRS
CRE% NUMBER 4 HAS 43.50 TOT.FHRS
tRFh NIIMPFR 5 HAS 42.00 TOT.FHRS
CRE). NUMBER 6 HAS 49.50 TCT.FHRS
CRE% NUMBER 7 HAS 37.51D TOT.FHRS
CR~h NU."FR R HAS 480 OTF~
CRE). NUMBER 9 HAS 39.00 TOT .FHRS
CREl% NUMBER 1) HAS 49.5(j TOT.FHRS
CKk NUM EiR tl HAS 39.olTTFR

CRE). NUMBER 12 HAS 3.75 TOT.FIIRS
CRE% NUMBER 13 HAS 34.50~ TGT.FhRS

- CAEU4ELL!14 H 5 -4.. TO- FHR S
CRE. NUMBER 15 HAS 30.00 TOT.FHRS
CRC). NUMBER 16 HAS 25.5C TO7.FHRS
CK"HE.LtFU111E&LLLIa1A.0 TOEHR S
CRC). NUMBER 18 HAS 15.00 TCT.FHRS
CRE). NUMBER 19 HAS 12."C TCT.FHRS

___________.~EkW~&Zf...liL...J..DA 17..J l. iR
CRC). NUMBER 21 HAS 3().Ou TCT.FHRS
CRC). NUMBER 22 HAS 33.00 TOT.FHRS
C 0%NME 3HS -4.50 jT. PHR S
CRC). NUMBER 24 HAS 36.20 TCT.FHRS
CRC). NUMBER 25 HAS 31.50 TCT.FHRS

REk.f UMBR 26 1HAS 2Q.5t TO.FHR
CREIh NUMER 27 HAS 33.50 TGT.P1485
'CREl% NUMBER 3) HAS 28.50, TOT.FHRS
CRE). NUMBER 31 HAS 31-50 TOT.FHRS
'CREk NUMeER 32 HAS 368.00 TOT.FHRS
CKEl% NUMBER 33 HAS 63.5I TOT.FHRS

CkE% NtUMA1ER 32 HAS 36~.0 OT.FHRS
CKtE). NUMBER 35 HAS 33.00 TOT.FHRS
CRC). NUMBER 36 HAS 37.5d TCT.FHRS

CktE) NUMBER 35 HAS 33.00 TOT.FHRS
CREI NUMBER 39 HAS 37.5L TCT.FHRS

'CRC). NUMBR 31 HAS 3r.50 TUT.FHRS
CRC). NUMBER 42 HAS 23.50 'TOT.FHRS

CkitE NUMB.ER 41 HAS 34.50 TOT.FHRS-
CAEI% NUMBER 45 HAS 23.25 TOTFHR S

Ck...S NUMBHEA 44 HAS 4.50 TOT.FHRS
CREW. NUMBER 47 HAS 54.00 TOT.FHRS

CRE1 NUMBER 47 HAS 54.00 TCT.FHRS

CRE). NUMBER 48 HAS 450 TOT.FHRS

CRE). NUMBER 51 HAS 25.50 TOT.FHRS
CREI% NMBER 51 HAS 25.50 .fT.FHRS

CREI. NUMBER 53 HAS 3.75 TOT.FHRS
,NUMEFR 54.HAS_ 0 TCT.FHRS

FIGURE 14 CREWMAN EXAMPLE OUTPUT (IHI
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Mnemonic or Abbreviation Interpretation

AIRCREW SEAT RATIO Ratio of the effective number of air-
crews used in the 30-day scenario to

the number of squadron U/E aircraft

CREW SORTIES FLOWN Mean number of air missions flown by

(MEAN) each aircrew used in the scenario

CREW SORTIES FLOWN Standard deviation in the number of

(STDiDEV) air missions flown by each aircrew

used in the scenario

CREW SORTIES FLOWN Maximum number of air missions flown

(MAX) by any one aircrew used in the scenario

CREW SORTIES FLOWN Minimum number of air missions flown

(MIN) by any one aircrew used in the scenario

CREW TTL FLIGHT HRS Mean number of flight hours accumulated

(MEAN) by each aircrew used in the scenario

CREW TTL FLIGHT HRS Standard deviation in the number of

(STD.DEV) flight hours accumulated by each air-

crew used in the scenario

CREW TTL FLIGHT HRS Maximum number of flight hours accumu-

(MAX), lated by any one aircrew used in the

scenario

CREW TTL FLIGHT HRS Minimum number of flight hours accumu-

(MIN) lated by any one aircrew used in the

scenario

CREW LOSS (ADMIN) Aircrews lost to administrative policy

during the 30-day scenario

CREW LOSS (KIA) Aircrews lost in combat during the

30-day scenario

CREW COUNT Effective number of aircrews used*

during the 30-day scenario

Effective number of aircrews refers only to those aircrews whose

accumulated flight hours exceed the minimum aircrew use cutoff

described in Subsection III.D.
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Mnemonics or Abbreviation Interpretation

CREW TTL MISC.DUTY Mean number of non-flying duty hours

(MEAN) accumulated by each aircrew used in

the scenario

CREW TTL MISC.DUTY ,Standard deviation in the number of

(STD.DEV) non-flying duty hours accumulated by

each aircrew used in the scenario

CREW TTL MISC.DUTY Maximum number of non-flying duty

(MAX) hours accutiulated by any one of the

aircrews used in the scenario

CREW TTL MISC.DUTY Minimum number of non-flying duty

(MIN) hours accumulated by any one of the

aircrews used in the scenario

A/C USED Total number of aircraft used during

the 30-day scenario, including

replacements

A/C SORTIE RATE Average number of sorties per air-

'craft per day as realized in the

'scenario

MISSION STATS (MET) Total number of air and grouhd 'alert

missions met during the 30-day scenario

MISSION STATS (MISSED) Total number of air and ground alert

missions missed during the 30-day

scenario

A final element of the SCENARIO TOTALS presents a breakdown of the

total flight hours (TOT.FHRS) accumulated by each aircrew that participated

in the scenario. As shown, the aircrews are assigned a number upon enter-

ing the scenario, so that the analyst can be aware of which aircrew entered

on which day. (CREW NUMBER I was the first aircrew to enter the scenario,

CREW NUMBER 2 was the second aircrew to enter the scenario, and so on.)

This does not include briefing times for air mfssions, 'but it 'does

include-briefing times and station times for ground alert missions.
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3. MULTIPLE CASE STATISTICS

Results contained in the MULTIPLE CASE STATISTICS section of

the SIMULATION RESULTS are shown for an example CREWMAN simulation in

Figure 15. These results show the mean, standard deviation, maximum

value, and minimum value for both aircrew seat ratio and realized sortie

rate based on the aggregate analysis of the results of the replicated

runs of the same case.

Ii
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MLLTIPLE CASE STAISTICS:

(STATISTICS FOR 10 REPLICATIONS OF THIS CASE)

AIRCr.-EW SEAT RATIO SORTIE RATE
.MEAN STD.DFV IVAX MIN MFAN STD.DEV PAX MIN

1.61 .11 1.78 1.39 1.33 .01 1.34 1.32

FIGURE 15 CREWMAN EXAMPLE OUTPUT (IV)
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Appendix A

ANALYSIS USING THE CREWMAN MODEI

The CREWMAN model offers the analyst a flexible and multi-faceted

tool with which to analyze the effect of numerous factors on the deter-

mination of an aircrew seat ratio requirement for each of the Marine

Corps squadrons. However, its effective application and interpretation

depehd on a thorough understanding of the relationship of the model to

the real world (which it strives to represent), and of the numerous inter-

relationships that exist among the parameters that drive the model.

The purpose of this appendix is to discuss several aspects of the

model that bear significantly on its use as an analytic tool. The basis

for the discussion is a series of computer exercises that SRI conducted

to check out the logic and credibility of CREWMAN during its development.

While this was not an exhaustive demonstration of the model's nature, it

was sufficient to identify several casual relations that will affect all

applications of the model.

i There appear to be three major areas in which a discussion of CREWMAN
treatment promotes understanding of the model's results and ultimate

effectiveness. These areas are:

0 The influence of stochastic processes embedded in the

CREWMAN formulation on the variability of simulation

results.

* The significance of "edge effects" inheren% in the CREWMAN

abstraction of real world activities and processes.

* The effect of scale in interpreting the simulation results.
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Each of these factors is the subject of a subsection below. Additionally,

one other subsection is presented to provide a potpourri of assorted find-

ings, observations, and conclusions that will prove helpful to any prospective

analyst using CREWMAN.

1. Stochastic Process Influences in CREWMAN

Replications of a given CREWMAN scenario invariably result in the

calculation of different aircrew seat ratio requirements. In some cases,

these differences will be quite substantial. Differences also appear in

other statistics contained in the CREWMAN results, although usually their

significance is less apparent (since their contribution to the determina-

tion of the aircrew seat ratio may not be readily transparent).

The basis for such differences are the stochastic processes that

CREWMAN uses to represent real world events. These processes directly

affect mission scheduling, aircraft and aircrew attrition, and the deter-

mination of non-flying days in CREWMAN, but the influence that they exert

is significantly more widespread and, in some cases, quite subtle.

An indication of the magnitude of the variation in aircrew seat ratio

that CREWMAN can be expected to produce is shown for several replicated

scenarios in Table A-I. As indicated there, differences approaching oue

aircrew per aircraft (as in the observed spread for Scenario B) can occur

because of the interaction of random events.

It should also be noted that the general "scatter" of results from

all the different scenarios in Table A-I is substantial. If one were to

assume that the results of individual simulations formed a normal distri-

bution around the dalculated mean, the standard .deviations shown in

Table A-1 could be interpreted in a practical sense. That is, the interval

defined by the expression, (mean) h 0.67 (standard deviation), could be

expected to contain only 50% of all results; hence, 50% of the results
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for Scenario A, for example, would be expected to lie outside the inter-

val 1.23-1.41.

The results clearly indicate that conclusions regarding aircrew seat

ratio requirements should be based on the average results of a series of

simulation runs rather than on the results of a single isolated run. The

rationale for this action is that the fluctuations in the aircrew seat

ratio caused by the stochastic occurrences should "cancel out" over a

series of runs. A practical question arises, however, about the number

of computer runs necessary to establish a representative mean aircrew

seat ratio.

This question was addressed by SRI by examining several replication

series. It was determined that, although the individual results were quite

disparate as indicated above, there was a quick convergence of the mean

of these results to a stable value as the number of results considered

was increased.

The method of examination was to plot the mean of successive simula-

tion runs as the number of simulations increased. Figure A-1 provides the

results found by applying this technicae tconac oi.-ttrrseveyal s i1aticn

replication series that SRI analyzed. As shown in Figure A-I, the mean

of 13 simulation replications was closely approached after about 8 runs.

This result was characteristic of the other series that SRI evaluated.

Based on this similarity, it appears that 8-12 replications of a scenario

are sufficient to establish its representative aircrew seat ratio require-

ment. Therefore, SpI recommends that aircrew seat ratio requirements be

established on the basis of the mean obtained from at least 8-12 simula-

tion runs.
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2. CRE4AN Abstraction Edge Effects

One consequence of the random occurrence of missions in CREWMAN is

that situations arise in which an aircrew will be- introduced into the

scenario to fill a particular mission, but for one reason or another that

aircrew will not fill any other missions during the scenario (or perhaps

only a very small number). For example, an uncommonly high number of

missions may appear in a short time span on one of the final days of the

scenario and cause a new aircrew to be introduced. If no other crowding

of missions occurs for the remainder of the scenario, that particular

aircrew may never be used again.

Another situation may arise for scenarios in which flights only take

place during the daylight (or conversely only during the darkness). In

this case, a mission may occur extremely late in the day. Because air-

crews already in the scenario do not have enough duty time left in their

duty day to accept it, another aircrew may be introduced. An aircrew

introduced at such a time, hcwever, begins its duty day at the time accord-

ing to the simulation algorithm. The effect is that every day that aircrew

comes on duty just before all flights are terminated for the day. The

probability is low that an aircrew with such a duty day can accumulate

significant flight duty.

If these types of situations arise several times during the simulation,

the aircrew seat ratio is rather artificially inflated for little apparent

benefit (for example, a meaningful gain in total number of missions met).

Figure A-2 provides a good representation of this situation in a graphical

form. It is seen for the case represented in Figure A-2 (having an aircrew

.J ratio of 2.42) that 8 aircrews accumulated less than 6 flight hours during

the 30-day scenario. This is less than 10% of the maximum number of hours

they would be allowed to accumulate based on the administrative policy con-

tained in CREWMAN.

A-8
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It was for such situations that the minimum aircrew use cutoff was

included in the CREWMAN formulation (see Paragraph III.D.l.c for a descrip-

tion of the minimum aircrew use cutoff). Were it employed in the case

shown in Figure A-2, and were it set for 6.0 flight hours, then 8 aircrews

would be eliminated from consideration in the aircrew seat ratio. The

result would be that the aircrew seat ratio would be calculated to be 1.75

rather than 2.42. From all aspects, it appears that this is a more real-

istic determination.

As an aside, one might hypothesize that those aircrews that have very

low flight hours could represent the effect of having overhead aircrews

associated with a squadron. The concept of overhead aiccrews is discussed

in Part II.A.4.

During our investigation of the effect of using the minimum aircrew

use cutoff, we found that a good "rule of thumb" for its specification

appears to be about 10% of the flight hour ceiling that the aircrews are

restricted to during the 30-day scenario. An additional benefit of the

minimum aircrew use cutoff, when it is employed, is that it reduces the

scatter of the results of individual simulations--making the mean of an

increasing set of results converge even faster. This is explained by the

fact that it is reducing the effect of unusual random events.

3. Effect of Scale in CREWMAN

The effects of scale have been noticed in the analysis SRI conducted

with the CREWMAN model. That is, discernible trends have been identified

that show that the aircrew seat ratio calculated by CREWMAN decreases for

increasing numbers of aircraft included in the scenario (given that attrition,

turnaround times, and ratio of missions to aircraft remain constant). Another

relaeed feature of this phenomenon is that the standard deviation (measure

6f the scatter) of the results of replicated scenarios decreases as more air-

craft are applied-to a scenario.
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Neither of these results are unexpected or inexplicable, but the

knowledge of the degree to which they appear is germane to analysis using

the CREWMAN model. To provide that insight, Figure A-3 was constructed

from some of the results of SRI's test of the CREWMAN simulation. Three

cases are presented there in which the number of aircraft was increased

from 20 to 45 to 72 under the same scenario conditions. Is shown, a

definite trend exists with respect to the effect of the number of aircraft

considered on the aircrew seat ratio.

Of particular importance to the Marine Corps analyst is the "steepness"

of the curve at aircraft levels associated with typical Marine Corps squadrons.

The "flattening out" of the curve at higher aircraft U/Es suggests that a

lower bound is being approached below which the aircrew seat ratio is unlikely

to fall with any realistic number of aircraft considered. (Such information

may be important for specifying an absolute minimum aircrew seat ratio that

could ever be expected to meet Marine Corps requirements.)

The rationale for the effect observed in Figure A-3 has to do with

the effect of small and large numbers. With the larger number of aircraft,

it is more likely that a match can be made between a requested mission and

an'~* acw already in thi scenario than it is for small numbers of aircraft.

Analagously, the loss of an aircrew in combat has a much less dramatic

effect on the large aircrew pool in the one case than it does on the small

aircrew pool of the other case.

4. Miscellaneous Findings and ,bservations

kWhen examining the results of any CREWMAN simulation exercise, an

analyst is likely to notice one or more pieces of information that require

a detailed knowledge of the internal workings of the simulation model for

a satisfactOry interpretation. The followiig paragraphs describe situations

that SRI analysts have come across during the exercises of the model that

fall into this category.
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a. Aircrew Flight Hour Ceilings

Situations may occur in which a particular aircrew's total

flight hours for the scenario may exceed the supposed bound established

as administrative policy. This effect is the result of the CREWMAN

formulation whereby the test to see if the ceiling has been violated

occurs at the end of the aircrew's duty day rather than after each mission.

Therefore, an aircrew may enter a day needing only one more flight to

exceed its ceiling, but because of the assignments that day the aircrew

makes two flights and surpasses the flight hour ceiling.

b. Aircraft Attrition

The output cat:'gory A/C USED includes the number of aircraft

that have been supplied to the scenario to replace aircraft lost in

action. It does not necessarily include the total aircraft lost in the

scenario due to the time lag of the resupply delay which may extend past

the termination of the scenario.

c. Aircrew Attrition

Aircrew attrition appears to be a major source of the differ-

ences in aircrew seat ratio observed among individual members of a simula-

tion replication series. Its effect is stronger in scenarios having a

small number of aircraft than it is in scenarios having a large number of

aircraft. Contrasts between scenarios in which aircrew attrition was

considered and those in which it was not considered indicates that the

standard deviation of simulation replications from the mean of an entire

set may increase by as much as 103% when aircrew attrition is considered.

Of course, aircrew seat ratios are also higher when aircrew attrition is

considered.

A- 13



d. General Results

The following general results were noted, although they were

not studied in detail to derive quantitative estimating relations:

" Lengthening of the daily duty day reduces the aircrew
seat ratio requirement.

* Increasing the mission-requests increases the aircrew
seat ratio requirement--especially around a breakpoint

established by multiplying the number of U/E aircraft

by their normal sortie rate.

* Decreasing the turnaround (maintenance and rearm/refuel)
times of aircraft included in the simulation increases

the aircrew seat ratio requirement when the number of

missions requested is approximately equal to or exceeds
the number of sorties the squadron can produce.

A- 14
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Appendix B

CREWMAN MODEL STRUCTURE, SUBROUTINES,
VARIABLES, AND LISTING

This appendix is intended to supplement the user-oriented description

and operating instructions for the CREWMAN model contained in the main

body of this report. It provides a precise exposition of the CREWMAN

structure, a list of the model subroutines, a list of the model variables,

and a complete listing of the CREWMAN program. It also gives a Job Control

Language (JCL) listing that compiled, cataloged, and executed the CREWMAN

model.

Table B-1

CREWMAN EVENT NAMES

Event Name Description

END.DUTY Accounts for rest period due an aircrew following

its duty period

END.MISSION Accounts for an aircrew ending a mission

END.SOKE Accounts for an aircraft completing a sortie

MISSION Processes all missions, finding eligible aircraft

and aircrews

NEW.DAY Initiates a new di y

READY Accounts for aircraft leaving maintenance

START.DUTY Accounts .for aircrews initiating a duty day

B-
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Table B-3

CREWMAN SET STRUCTURE

Entity owns Belongs To

CREW CREW. SET
ALL. CREWS

AIRCRAFT AC.SET

CREW. STATE CREW.SET

AC.STATE AC'.SET

SYSTEM ALL.CREWS

* Table B-4

*CREWMAN SUBPROGRAM NAMES

Subprogram Names Description

REP.AC Reconstitutes aircraft lost to attrition

SR. CALC Calculates the sortie rate realized in
the scenario

TRACE Used to produde a time trace of every
event-executed (debug routine)

SYSTEM is not actually an entity, but rather a SIMSCRIPT 11.5
modeling concept.
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Table B-5

CRE1(AN GLOBAL ARRAYS

Mnemonic Type Description

AC.,RELIEF(30) I Number of replacement aircraft dut on day i

DAY.CREW.LOSS(2) I Daily airc,.v losseL
i = I (administrative policy loss)

i = 2 (KIA loss)

DAY.MISS.STATS(2) I Daily mission statistics

i - 1 (missions met)
i - 2 (missions missed)

LITE.REQS(2) I Daylight mission density
i - 1 (air missions)
i - 2 (ground alert missions)

MISS.TIME(2) R Mission time
i - I (air missions)
i = 2 (ground alert missions)

NITE.REQS(2) I Night mission density
i - I (air missions)
i - 2 (ground alert missions)

RATIOS(50) R Aircrev seat ratios for replicated runs

SRATES(50) R Sortie rates for replicated runs

SUm.CREW.LOSS(2) I Total aircrew losses
i - I (administrative policy loss)

i - 2 (KIA loss)

-l-SUM.MISS.STATS(2) I Total mission statistics

i - 1 (missions met)
i - 2 (missions missed)

TEMPO(30) I Aircraft availability tempo for day i

I signifies normal
2 signifies surge

4 signifies'no fly

I - Integer, R Real
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Table B-6

CREWMAN GLOBAL VARIABLES

Mnemonic Type Description

AC.LR R Aircraft attrition per sortie

ARM.FUEL R Rears and refuel time

BRIEF R Number-of hours for pre-mission brief (also used for

length of post-mission debrief)

CONSECUTIVE.DAYS I Consecutive duty days allowed by policy

CUT.OFF R Value of total flight hours-above which aircrew is

ircluded in summary statistics

CREW.LR R Airarew attrition per-sortie

CREW.SIZE I Number-of Marine Corps Aviators/Naval-Flight Officers
comprising the airorew

DAILY.LOSS I Number of aircraft lost in current day

DAY I Current day in the scenario

DAYS.IN.SCENARIO I 'Number o f days in the scenario (-30)

DUTY.HRS R Number of hours aircrews will be on-duty each day

EJECT.SEAT A Indication whether or not aircraft has an ejection seat

HI.CREW I Number of aircrews used in the scenario

LAST.RELIEF I Last day replacement aircraft arrived

MULTI.PILOT A Indication whether or not aircraft is multi-piloted

NAME A Aircraft type

NOFLY.DAYS I Number of non-flying days in scenario

NORM.MAINT R Normal maintenance hours per flight hour

NUM.RUN I Current computer run number in a replication series

PRESSURE A Indication whether or not aircraft is pressurized

QUANTITY I Quantity of aircraft on hand at start of the day

SOR.RATE R Current sortie rate realized in the scenario

SURGE.DAYS I Number of surge days at start of the scenario

SURGE.MAINT R Surge maintenance hours per flight hour

TOT.USED I Total number of aircraft used

TYPE A Squadron type

UE- I Number of aircraft in squadron

UE.DELAY I Number of days delay before aircraft replacement

UE.R ONST I Number of aircraft allowed every delay period

30DFT I Maximum allowed flight hours per aircrev in 30 days

7DFT I Maximum allowed flight hours per aircrev in 7 dsays

24NFT I Maximum allowed flight hours per aircrew in 24 hours

24N I Maximum allowed aircrew sorties in 24 hours

A - Alpha, I - Integer, R - Real
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LINE CACI SINSCRIPT 11.5 RELEASE 8G T703/23/TB PAGE l

1 so CREWMAN
2 '0 ROBERT S. GARAERC
3 00 SRI INTERNATICNAL
4 00 DECEMBER 177
5

6 PREAMBLE7
8 NORMALLY MODE IS INTEGER AND DIMENSION IS 0
5

10 PERMANENT ENTITIES
11

12 EVERY ACoSTAlE OkNS AN AC.SET
13 of I-IDLE 2-ASSIGNMENT 3-NOT AVAILABLE
14
15 EVERY CRUW.STATE CWNS A CREW.SET
16 to I-REST 2-MISC. DUTY S-FLIGHT DUTY
17
18 TEMPCRARY ENTITIES

20 EVERY AIRCRAFT HAS A BACKLOG AND A FLT.TIME ANC BELONGS TO AN AC.SET
21
22 DEFINE BACKLOG.FAT.TIME AS REAL VARIABLES
23
24 GENERATE LIST ROLTINES
25
26 EVERY CREW HAS A NUMBER, A TOT.FLIGHTS, A TOT.FHRS, A TOT.MISC.DUTY9
27 A CUR.SORT, A CUR.FHRS# A LAST.oFFt A CUM.FHRS, AhD A TIME.REST AND
2f BELONGS TO. THE ALL.CREWS AND A CRFim.WET
29
30 DEFINE TOT.FHRSTOT.HISC.DUTYCUR.FHRSCUM.FHRSTIME*REST
Al As REA VALIARI FS
32

* 33 INHIBIT LIST ROUTINES
'A 4
35 EVENI NOTICES
3f
3~-VEFRY .FNDflc.MSON HAS A PILT IN Wrtn A
38 EVERY END.DUlY HAS A PILOT IN WORD 6
39 EVERY END.SCRTIE HAS A PLANE IN %ORD 6
40 EVERY READY I-AS A PLANE IN uInRD A
41 EVERY START.CUTY HAS A PILOT IN k3RD 6
42 EVERY MISSICN HAS A KIND IN WORD 6
43 EVENT T TF INCLUDF N W-I..AY

44~
45 TtE SYSTEM OWNS THE ALL.CREWS

47 DEFINE UECREh.SIZEs NOFLY. DAYSSURGE.DAYSUE.DELAY#UE*RECONSTt
48 DAY.HI.CREWTOV.USEDQUANITYODAILY.LCSS.LAST.RELIEF.CONSECUTIVE.DAYSt

DAYS.IN.SCENARID.3 OFT.7DFT.24ET.24HF.NUM.RIN AS VARIABLES
50
51 DEFINE MULTI.PILOTEJECT.SEATPKESSURETYPENAME AS ALPHA VARIABLES
52
53 DEFINE LI TEeREQSv KITE*REQS9DAY* MI SSoSTATS DAY CREW.LCSSt SUN* MISS* STAT So
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L INECAC _I~RPT 11.5 RELEASE OG 03/23/78 PAGE 2

54, 5UH*CREW.LOSStAC*RELIEF1'EPC AS 1-01H ARRAYS*

56 DEFOE~ NW0LHAIiT ,SURGE. M4AI NT#CREW*LR ,AC. LR, OUTY.PS ,USRI EF t SOa.RATE
57 .CIJT@OFF *AM.FUEL AS REAL VARIABLES
58
SS DEFINE MISS.TIMEvSRATESvRATIOS AS REAL I-DIN ARRAYS
60
61 EKO
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I MAIN
2
3 DEF INE DUN AS AN ALPHA VARIABLE
4 DEFINE REC.RATE*INIT*CREhS*GQ*ON AS REAL VARIABLES
5 DEFINE STATS AS REAL 1-DIM ARRAY
6
7 LET DAYS IN.SGENARIC-30

J8 LET CONSECUTIVE.ODAYS-6
9 LET 300FT.S- 65

10 LET 30QFT.M-100
11 LET 3ODFT.P-120
12 LET 300FT.Es80

15 LET 24HFT.S- I
16 LET 24h4T.Nm 12
17 LET 24HF.S -2
is LET 24HF.M a3
19 RESERVE LITE.RFOS AS 2. NITF.RFOS AS 2. 0AYMISS.STATS AS 2.
20 DAY.CREW.LOSS A.S 2p SUM.MISS.STATS AS 2, SUM.CREW.LOSS AS 2t
21 AC.RELIEF AS 30t TEMPO AS 309 NISS.TIME AS 2'
22..1RV DAIS AS 50. STATS AS A, CRAT~c ASA5
23 CREATE EVERY AC.S7ATE(3)
24 CREATE EVERY CRUb.STATE(3)
2 '6
26 $$READ A NEW CARD
27 'REACI
Z......8SIjAR] NEW CARD
29 READ DUN
30 IF DUM-"ENO

32 0 'STOP SIMULATIONS

34 ALXAj.Sh
35 IF DUM"mSQON"
36

*37 9 ISCUDBWL..CARD
38 READ DUMTYPE
39 READ DUMvNAME

a READ DUM.UE
41 READ DUMvNORM.PAINT
42 READ OUMvSURGE.MAINT
43 8FAD DUIM.AR#N.FtIFL
44 READ DUM#MULTI.PILCT
45 READ DUM9PRESSLRE
i&. READ a M.E.jFCI.SEAT
47 GC TO READ'
48 ALIhAYS

45 IF CUjMu"SCEN"
50
51 '$SCENARIO CARD
52 READ DUM@AC.LA
53 READ DUMvCREW.LR
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T ~~I~ SINSCRIPT 11,5 RELEASE 8G 03/23/78 PAGE 4

5j READ DUMNQFLV.OAYS
55 - READ DUMSURGE.oAYS
56 READ DUMvUE.DELAY
57 RFAn DUNMUF-RFCONST
5e8 GE TO READ
55 ALWAVS

61,
62 9 'OPERATIONS CARD

64 READ DUMLITE.REQS(1) .DUMNITE.REQSI)
65 READ DUN.LITE.PEOSI2J,$DUMNITE.REOS(2)
66 READ flUM.MISS-TTM4F1 l.DUP.MI1SS.TINFL2L.
67 READ DUM.BRIEF
6e GO TO READ
69 AU AYS

71 * 'RUN CARD
72 -.. READ NuM4..EPm..t~jT-f:F
73 LET NMMRUN-O0
74
7S flRAhQONI7E START POINT IN RANnnN -.F0UPWF
76 FOR 1-1 TO WARIO.UP LET GO.GN=RANDCMJF(1)
77
78 @@REPLICATION LOOP
79
8o FOR IL-1 TO NUP.REPS

82 ADD 1 TO NUM.RUN
83 LET BETWEEX.V-C
84
85 ''CALCULATE-DAILY TEMPO
86 FOR 1-1 TO 30 LET TtMPO(ll=l "'ASSUME NORMAL'"
87 sFRG.acS-
88 GG ToWX
es ALNAYS
90 FOR 1-1 10 SLRCF~nAYS-uPT TPMPO1IIZ2 ''SURCF

91 'lIKSERT NON FLYING DAYS

94 FOR 1-1 TO KOFLY.OAYS DO
95 LET IDAY-RANOI.F(1,DAYS.IN.SCENAR1091I

21E IFT TFMPrlElCAylw
97 LOOP
98
9S 01'NI4IfA& THIS Rub

100 FOR 1-1 TO'UE DC
101 CREATE AN AIRCRAFT
107 FILE AIRCRAFT IN ACSE-T(1I
103 LCCP-

ice LET HI*CREWO0
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LINE CACI SINSCRIPT 11.5 RELEASE 8G 03/23/78 PAGE 5

107 LET DAYO
108 LET SOR.RATE-0
109 LET LAST.RELIEF=0
110 FOR 1 TO 30 LET AC.RELIEFI/IO
111 FCR 1-1 TO 2 00
112 LET SUM.CRE.LOSS(1)=O
113 LET SUNMMISS.STATS(I =0
114 LCOP
115
11 ''OUIPUT INPUT PA.ANETERS
117 IF N(J.RUN GT I GO TO RUN ELSE
118 START NEW PAGE
119 KRINT 11 J NES WITH TYPE.NAME.UE.NOR1. FAINT.SURGEF.MAINT,.
120 ARM.FUELt MULTI. PI LCT ,PRESSUkE, EJECT.SEAT AS FOLLOWS

INPUT SUMMARY

SCUACRCN ATTRIBUTES:

SQCN A/C SQDN MAINT HR/FLIGHT HR REARM MVLTI PRESS EJECT
TYPE TYPE U/E NORMAL SURGE REFUEL PILOT URIZED SEAT

121

122 PRINT 8 LINES WITH AC.LRtCREW.LRNOFLY.DAYSSURCE.CAYSUE.DELAY,
123 UE.REQNS AS FOLLCUS

SCENARIO PROPERTIES:

ATTRTN PER SORTIE NIN.LY SURGE, A/C RESUPPLY
A/C CREW DAYS DAYS DELAY ALLOTMNT

125 PRINT 8 LINES WITH DUTY.HRSLITE.REQS(iI,NITE.RECSIII.LITE.REQS(2),
126 NITEREQSI2)MISS.TIME(1ItMiSS.TIME(21,BRIEF AS FGLLOWS

.Q _.E(T0 J,_ ..GTRIK,.:

DAILY MISSION REQUESTS ALERT REQUESTS MISSION TIME BRIEF
QUTY fRS DAY NITE DAY NITE hORMML ALERT TIMES

**o. *** *** *** ** **o* *s4.* **°*

127
121 PRINT §. LINES hITH NUP.REPS.WARM.UP.CUT.OFF AS FOLLOWS

RLN INFCRMATICN:

NUPBER RANCOM NC. FLIGHT HOUR
REPLICATIONS SEED CUT OFF
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LINE CACI SIMSCRIPT 11.5 RELEASE 8G 03/23/78 PAGE 6

129
130 'DETERMINE STANDARDS THAT APPLY: ASSUME SINGLF SEAT.NO PRFESURF
131 1'ANC NO EJECTION SEAT
132 LET CREW.SIZE=l
133 LET 30DFT=30OF7.S 'UNITS ARE HOURS
134 LET 7OFT" 7DFI.S

135 LET 24HFT-24HF1.S
LET 24HF =2&HFoS

137 IF MLLTI.PILOT="YES "
138 LET CREW.SIZE=2
139 LET 30DFT=3C0FT.M
140 LET TDFT- 7DFT.M
141 LET 24HFT-24HFT.M
142 LET 24HF -24,HF.M
143 IF PRESSURE="YES
144 LET 30DFT=300FT.P

FE.JECT.SFAT="YES "

146 LET 30DFT=30DFT.E
147 ALWAYS
A&..__ . ALWAYS
149 ALWAYS
150
151 $RUN$
152 SCkEDULE A NEk.DAY NOW
153 START SIMULATICN
154 'tEND REPL ICATICW
155 LGCP
156 FOR IL= TG KUM.FEPS
157 COMPUT TATS(l ) AS M.AEN.

158 STATS(21 AS STD,
159 STAI7(3) AS MAX,
160 STATS(41 AS 141N OF RATICS1i|L
161 FOR 1La1 TO MUM.REPS
162 CCMPUTE STATS(5) AS MEAN,
__J&3__ STATS(61 AS STO.
164 STATS(7) AS MAX,
165 STATS(8) AS 4IN OF SRATES(IL)

_IU._ .MI_ NEW PAGE
167 PRINT 8 LINES WITH NUM.REPStSTATS4I),STATS(2,
168 STATSt3)tSTATS(4|,STATS(5),STATS(6),STATS(7)STATS(8I AS FOLLOWS

ML1TIPLE CASE STATIST irS:

(STATISTICS FOR ** REPLICATICNS CF THIS CASE)

AIRCREW SEAT RATIO SORTIE RATE
MEAN STDDEV PAX MIN MEAN STD.DEV MAX MEN

169
170 GC TC READ
171 EKO
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LLCAL VARIABLES OF THIS ROUTINE

UM ALPHA WORD 1 G0.GN REAL WCOD 4
I INTEGER WORD 30 1.1 INTEGER WORD 19
1.2 INTEGER kORD 20 1.3 INTEGER WARC 21
IDAY INTEGER WORD 32 IL INTEGER WURO 31
INIC REL ORD 3 J. INTEGER uORf 22
K.1 INTEGER WCFD 24 K.2 INTEGER WORD 25
K.3 INTEGER WORD 26 K.4 INTEGER WCRD 27
L2 DOUBLE hORD 33 L.29 LIOUBIF WRD 35
L.3 DOUBLE' WORD 37 131 DOUBLE WORD 39
L.32 DOUBLE WORD 41 133 DOUBLE WORD 43

nrM i F W3Rf 40 I R MfIRI /F WCi'Rn 47
L. 29 DXJBLE WORD 459 L.40 DOUBLE WORD 51
L.41 DOUBLE WORD 53 L.42 DOUBLE WORD 55
N.1 INTF.FR IORD 21 NIIM-RFOC, INTFC .F MfnlAT 2R
Rol DOUBLE WORO 17 REC.RATE REAL WORD 2
STATS REAL WNRD 5 WARMNUP INTEGER WORD 29

-- Ahjj---- flK-JMn1 - 24H'F 1'. I N IFG ELWOlRD12.
24I1F.H INTEGER WORD 15 24HF.S INTEGER WCRD 14
30OFTE INTEGER hOFD S 30DFT.M INTEGER WORD 7
.3ODToL...IE..GEA.WflR A 1nnFT-S TNJ1G.ERFA w~n A
7DFT.M INTEGER WORD 11 7DFT.S INTEGER WORD 10
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L INE ECAtC SIMSCRIPI II10 REitASE 8I6U/3U ~i

1 E'VER! NEW.DAY
2
3 DEFINE SEAT.RATIO AS A REAL VARIABLE
4 DEFINE-STATS. CREW.STATS AS REAL I-DIM ARRAYS
5 RESERVE STATS AS So AND CREW.STATS AS 3

7 LET 71ME.VaTIE.S
8 LET YTDnDAY
9 ADO I TO DAY

10
11 91TRIGG~t DEBUG TRACE (IN DAY INDICATED
12 IF DAY=99 LET BEThEEN.V=OTRACEI
11 ALWAYS
14
15 IF DA~al
I16p1F N.UL'.RUJ r.1 I JUIMP AHFAQ FICF
17 START NEW PAGE
IS PRINT 8 LINES AS FOLLOWS uilA~NRSAT

- at 5INuARTE IRtIN -Nfl I IF CASE NQp1 ICATEflI

CAY CREW LOSS HI AVAIL CREW FLT.HR CREW AVE MISSION STATS
ADMIN KIA CREW A/C AVE MAX Nqc-rP:Ty UPT MtSSFf

19 HERE
[0FLT CUANITYmUF

21 LET 7OT.USED=UE
22 GO TO GEN
21 ALNAVS
24 CALL SR.CALC
25 IF TEMPO(Y7D)=4

.2f IF NLM.RI*4 GT I JUMP AHEAD FL SF
27 PRINT I LINE WITH YTD AS FOLLOWS

** NOtE LYING DAY

29 HERE
30 AEO NITE.REQSIl)+NITE.REQS(2)+LITE.REQS(1)*LITE.REcS(2I TO

31 ..ntLSSAT TS(2)
32 GC TO END.CHECK
33 ALWAYS
34 __________________

35 ''OUTPUT DAILY STATISTICS SKIPPING LOST CREWS
3f- IF NUN.RUN G7 1. JUMP AHEAD ELSE
37 FOR EACH CREW CF ALL.CREWS@ WITH TIME*RESTICREW) GE 0-
38 COMPUTE CREW.STATSI1) AS MEAN, CREW.STATS(2) AS MAXIMUM-OF CUR.FHRS(CREW)
39 FOR EACH CREW OF ALL.CRES # WITH TIME.REST(CREh) GE 0
40 COMPUTE CREh.SIATS131 AS MEAN OF
41 DUTY.HRS-CUR.FHRS(CREW)-CUR.SCRT(CREW I*2*BRIEF
42 PRINT I LINE kITH YTDDAY.CREW.LOSS(1),DAY.CtEh.LOSS(2)PIICREWQUANITYe
43 CREW.STATS(I)tCREW.STATS(2),CREW.STATS(3).OAY.MISS.STATS(-1).
44 DAY.MISS.STATS(2I AS FOLLOWS
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L INE CACI SINSCRIPT 11.5 RELEASE 8G 03/23178 PAGE 9

45
46 HERE
47 $ENd-CHFCK*
48 IF OAY=DAYS.1h.SCEhARIO*I
49

4 50 010LTPLT SUMMARY STATIST!CS
51
52 LET COUNT-0

53 FOR EACH CREW O.F All-CREWSWITH TOTT.FHR-%fCRFUI
,4 GT CUT.OFF ADD I TO COUNT
55 LET SEAT*RATIC-CCUI%/UE
S6 LET RAXtflSINUM.RUNISFAT.RATIO
57 LET SRATES4NUM.RUNI=SOR.RATE
58 IF NUI.RUN GT I GO TO NEW ELSE
ss STAR][ NEW PAGE
60 FOR EACH CREW OF ALL.CREWS WITH TOT.FHRS(CREW) GT CUT.OFF
61 COMPUTE STA1St1) AS MEAN. STATSL21 AS STO. STATS(3) AS MAX*, STATSI41,AS 14IN
62 OF 71T.TESIGHTSICRFiii
63 FOR EACH CREW CF ALL.CREWS WITH TOT.FHRS(CREWI GT CUT.OFF
64 COMPUTE STATS(5) AS MEAN, STATS(6) AS STD, SrATS(7) AS MAX, STATS(S8 AS MIN

65 f XT.FHRS(CRFW)
66
67 PRINT 10 LINES WTH CUT.OFF, SEAT.RATIO AS FOLLONS

SCENARIO-TOALS (RJUN NOl I IF CASE REPL ICAi En):

(STATISTICS REFLECT Tlt-CSE CREWS WITH TOTAL FLIGHT HRS GREATER THAN *.*

AlkCREW SEAT

RATIO

6e
69 PRINT 6 LINES WITH ST4TS( I I STATS (21 #STAT SMi3)STATS(41 9STATS(5)I.STATS(61 ,
7Qf _..JA1LLsTATS I) ,SUMCR EW. OSS 111 SUMC REW.LOSS (2) COUNT AS FOLLOWS

CREW SORTIES FLOWN CREW TTL FLIGHT HRS CREW LOSS CREW
M4EAN 510.0EV PAX MIN MEAN STO.DEV MAX MIN ADMIN KIA COUNT

71
72 FOR EACH CREW CF ALL.CREWS WITH TOT.FHPS(CREW) GT CUT.OFF
73 -UVMPTE STTS1I) AS MEAN. STATS(21 AS STD.SAS3 A A.SATIIA I
74 OF TOT.MISC*DL7Y(CREW)
7!
7k PRINT 4 LINFS WITH STAIS(l).STATS(2I.STATSt3).STATS4InT.USED.ORRkTEa
77 SUM.MISS.STATS(1),sum.H1SS.STATS(2) AS FOL.LOWS

CREW TTL MISC.OUTY A/C A/C SORTIE MISSION STATS
I'EAN 510.0EV MAY' MIN USED RATE MET MISSED
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LINE CACi -T71.01.SCRIPT 11.5 -RELEASE 8G 03/23/78 PAGiE 10

78
79 PRINT 4 LINES AS FCLLOWS

IOTAL FLIGHT MRS FOR EACH CREW (RUN NO. I IF CASE REPLICATED)

8o
81 FCR EACH CREW CF ALL.CREWS
82 PRINT I LINE WITH NUNRER(CREWI. -TT.FHRSlICRFWI AS FOLLOnS

CREW NUMBER *** HAS *****$ TOToFHRS
8,
84 1 OPREPARE TO AUN A NElk CASE
85
Se INEWI
87 FCR I1 TO 3 or
88 IKCI FOR EACH CREW OF CREW. SET(I1,FIND THE FIRST CASE
8s IF NONE
90 JUMP AHFAE'
91 ALWAYS
92 REMOVE THE CREW FROM ALL.CREWS
914 RFmVP TI4:F !RFW FRfM U.grimi-FTiri
94 DESTROY THE CREW
95 GO TO KC
SA HIERF
97 'KA' FOR EACH AIRCRAFT OF ACoSETI)IFINO THE FIRST CASE
98 IF NONE

100 ALWAYS
101 REMOVE THE AIRGRAFT FROM AC.SETII)
102 DFTRY TMF ATRRAFT
103 GO TO KA
104 LCCP

106 'KI' FOR EACH END*DUTY OF EV*S(I*END*DUTY)o FIND THE FIRST CASE
107 IF NONE
log JUMP AHEAD
109 ALWAYS
1101 CANCEL THE ENO.DUTY
UII _ D&.gflERU THE F1ND-lY

112 GO TO K1
113 HERE
114 'K26 FOR EACH F.-NOMISSION OF EV._sI.END.MISSINI. FIND TIHE FIRST CASE
115 IF NONE
116 JUMP AHEAC
117 ALWAYS
118 CANCEL T7E END.MISS IGN
119 DESTROY THE ENDeMISSION
120 . O TO K2
121 HERE
122 OK3* FOR EACH ENOSORTIE OF EV.S(I.END.SORTIE)v FIND THE FIRST'CASE
123 IF NONE
124 JUMP AHEAD
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LINE' CACI SIMSCRIPT 11.5 RELEASE 8G 03/23/78 PAGE 1,

125 ALWAYS
126 CANCEL THE ENDoSORTIE
127 DESTROY THE ENDSORTIE
128 GO TO K3
129 HERE
130 OK42 FOR EACH READY OF EV.S(I.READY), FIND THE FIRST CASE
131 IF NONE
132 JUMP AHEAC
133 ALWAYS
134 CANCEL THE READY
135 DESTROY THE READY
13: GO TO K4
137 HERE
138 'KS' FOR EACH STARTDUTY OF EVS(I.STARTDUTY)t FIND THE FIRST CASE
139 IF NONE
140 JUMP AHEAC
141 ALWAYS
142 CANCEL THE START.DUTY
143 DFSTROY 7HF SITART.nTY
14, GO TO KS
145 HERE
146 oK6' FOR FA£m MissION OF FV SI.MISSICNI. FIND THE FIRST EASF
147 IF NONE
148 JUMP AHEAD
2A... AL hAYS

150 CANCEL THE MISSION
151 DESTROY T1E MISSION
152 n TO KA
153 HERE
154 'KT7 FOR EACH NE.oDAY OF EV.S(I.NEW.DAY), FIND THE FIRST CASE
15 j IF NONF

156 LET TIME.Vr=O LET TIME.SwO- GO TO CONT
157 ALWAYS
11s CANEFL THF NFW.DfAY
159 DESTROY THE NEM.DAY
160 GO TO K7
161 -. AL hAYS
162
163 IOREPLACE AIRCRAFT
164 CALL REP.AC
165 IF TEMPO(DAYI=4 GO TO SKIP "'NO MISSION GENERATICN ON NO FLY DAY
166 ALWAYS
167
168 ItSCHEDIA.E MISSIONS
165 *GEN@
.170 FOR I- TO 2 D3O
171 FOR Jul TOGL,'TE.PEgSfI3 00
172 SCHEDULE A MISSIONIII AT TIMEV4UNIFORMF(O.t*5,11
173 LOOP
174 FOR Jul TO NITE.REQS(I) DO
175 SCHEDULE A MISSION(I) AT TIME.V UNIFORM.F(.StI.,21

* 176 LOOP
177 LOOP
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-LINE CACI SINSCRIPT 11.5 RELEASE 8G 03/23/78 PAGE 12

178
179 "'INITIA. DAILY COUNTERS AND SCHEDULE A NEW DAY
180 ISKIP1
101 FOR i-1 TO 2 CO
182 LET DAY.CREb.LOSS(I1-0
183 LET DAY.MISS.STATS(110=
184 LoOP
185 LET DAILY.LCSS=O
186 SCHEDULE A NEk.DAY IN 1 DAYS
187 ,CII

188 RETUFN
le END

LOCAL VARIABLES OF THIS ROUTINE

COUNT INTEGER WORD 33 CREW.STATS REAL WCRD 3
I INTEGER WORD 78 1.1 INTEGER WORC 7
1.2 INT WCR ucrn m f A INTFriFR WIp g ....
J INTEGER WORD 88 J.1 INTEGER WORD 10
Kol INTEGER WORD 12 K.2 INTEGER WORD 13
K.1 [NTFF IR KA tNTIEER WOn 15
L.100 INTEGER WORD 87 L.12 INTEGER WORD 25
L.13 DOUBLE WORD 27 L.14 DOUBLE WORD 29
L.15 OUI"F uoRn 1 11 INTFCFR flrlRn 14
L923 INTEGER WORD 35 L.24 DOUBLE WCRD 37
L.25 DOUBLE WORD 39 L926 DOUBLE WCRD 41
L-27 nr,1URIF unn 41 1_2A nnmrni, uFOn 45
L.29 DOUBLE WORD 47 L,33 INTEGER WORD 49
L.34 DOUBL, WORD 51 L.35 DOUBLE WORD 53
L.36 DOUSLF, IdoS 5 I5 1-7 IUBLF itRfl s7
L .38 DOUBLE WORD 59 L39 DOUBLE WORD 61
L.4 INTEGER WORD 16 143 INTEGER WORC f3
L-44 DnURL WORn AS L.&I rIIRIF ugRan 67
L.46 DOUBLE WCPD 69 L.47 DOUBLE WORD 71
L.48 DOUBLE WORD 73 L,49 DOUBLE WORD 75
L.q nianu, F unn 17 I.S INTFrER M nRn 77
L. DOUBLE WORD 19 L.64 INTEGER WCRD 79
L.65 INTEGER WORD 80 L*7 DOUBLE WORD 21
, .70 INTF.FR unn 31 I .-7; I4NTPIF wrn x2
L.8 OCUBLE' WORD 23 L.80 INTEGER WCOD 83
L,85 INTEGER WORD 84 L90 INTEGER WORD E5
L.95 INTEGIR sORn :A6 N.I INTFR Wunhn 11
R.1 DOUBLE WORD 5 SEAT.RATIO REAL WCRD I
STATS REAL WCRD 2 YTD INTEGER WORD 4
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T__INE CACI SINSCRPT 11.5 RELEASE 8G 03/23?78 .i1

I EWENI NISSIONIKINCI
2
3 DEFINE SDAY AS A REAL VARIABLE

5 LET 7INE.V-TIME.S
6 IF N*AC*SET(l) EQ 0 "NO AC AVAILABLE
7 ADD I T0 flAV.PMISclATU~l2
a ADD I TO SUMoMISS* STATS4 21
9 RETURN

It ALWAYS "MISSION WILL BE FILLED
12 ADD 1 TO DAY.MISS.STATSI1)
114 AND I TO ShIU.ISS.STAT~l1I
14
15 #$FIND CREW MOST NEAR END DUTY WITH TIME TO FILL FISSIGN
IA FO A1 -OIi1 RPFW-rTI21, WITH TIN FVNIC-l F itimflh2*2*IFtFlh2, i
17 TIME.REST(CRES) AND 2'HFT-CUR*FHRSICRE) IGE H4ISS.TIPE(KINDI/24 AND
is 24HF-CUR.SORT(CREWO CT 0
12 FIND) T1F FIRST CASF
20 IF NONE CO T0 BIRTH
21 ALWAYS
22 F13R EAL. .RFW OF CREW SFT121. WITH lMFP V*MISS_11MFdtIN~hI24
23 *2*8RIEF/ 1. LE TJME.R;ST(CREW) AND 24HFT-CUR.FtHRSICREill GE
24 MISSeTIME(KINDI/24 AND 24HF-CUR.SDRT(CREWI GI 0
25 COPUTE JMIKC AS MfICRFWI OS TfNE.RFPST9CRFWl
26 LET CREW-IMIN
27 REMOVE THE CREW FROM CREWOSET(2)
28 -O TO GETAC
29
30 #$NEED A CREW

______ji ' I'
32 CREATE A CREW FILE CREW IN ALL.CREWS
33 ADO I TO HI.CREW LET NUNBERICREWI-HI.CREW
3A LET TIMF.REST(CREW~uTIME.V+DUTY.HRSi24
35 SChEDULE AN END.DUTY(CREWI AT TIME.REST(CREW)
36 LET IDAY-RANDI.F(lCCJNSECUTIVE.DAYS,1)

.3.1...LE L - STOFFI.CRW ICAY- IDAY
* 38

39 'GETAC'
.Q.LQ .EA~HAIRCRAFT CF AC.SET(II FIND THE FIRST CASE
41 REMOVE THE AIRCRAFT FROM AC.SETf1)
42 LET FLT.TIME(AIRCRAFTIuMISS.T.IMEIKINDI
43 IF BETWEEN.y NE 0 PRINT 1 LINE WITH CREW. AIRCRIFT A!; FOLLOWS

---- CREW *AND AIRCRAFT *ARE FILLING THE MISSION
44

46 ''TREAT ALERT-MISSION
47 IF KIN~u2
48 FILE AIRCRAFT IN AC.SET(21 01ASSINM[NT
49 FILE CREW IN CREW.SET(31 "'FLIGHT DUTY
50 SCHEDULE AN END.MISSIONICREW) AT TIME.VNISS.TIME(2I/24+Z*BRIEF/24

51 SCHEDULE AN ENDOSORTIE(AIACPAFT) AT TIME.V*MISS.TIME(2h./24+ BRIEF/24
*52 RETURN
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L INE -CACI S1INSCRIPT 11.5 RELEASE BG 03/23/78 PAGE 14

53 A hAYS-
54
55 ''DETERNINE CREW SURVIVABILITY
56 LET NEXT.STATEsA
57 -IF RANDON.F(1l LE-CREW.LR ''CREW LOST
58
SS OIRFNOVF THE Fk-IY~ FVFNT FOR -THIS CRd
60 FOR EACH ENC.OUTY OF EV.S(I-END.DUTYl WITH
61 PILOT(END.DUTYIaCREW FIND THE FIRST CASE
62 CANCEL THE END-OUTY
63 DESTROY END.DUTY
64 ADD MISS.TIME(11/2 TO TOT.FHRS(CREWJ ''GIVE CREDIT FOR 1/2 SORTIE
61 ADO 13ISS-TI0F1PltiI TO tURF~tft~lfFwl
66 LET SDAYuTI ME. REST(CREW)-DUTY.HRS/24
67 ADD (trIME *V-SoAY)24-C UP. SCRT (CREW) sqI SS.T 11E I),2.BR I EFI TO
60 TOT.N1se-nuryetY6CR --- ADD-1- - ItfAY.Aiqc,121
69 LET NEXT.STATEZ1 ADD 1 TO SW4.CREW.LOSS(2)
70 LET TIME.REST(CREW)--1, "FLAG KIA LO3ST CREW
71
72 IF BETkEEN*V NE 0 PRINT 1 LINE WITH CREW AS FOLLOWS

----CR ~ * LOST

74 ALWAYS JUMP AHEAD'
75 ALWAYS
706 Ann jfIsgTtmmI1 Tfl Tat FI43_Rdi
T7 ADD MISS.T!PEIII TO CUR.FHRS(CREW)
7o ADD PISS.TIME(l) TO CUM.FHRS(CREW)
79 SCHFWIJ'E AN FNO..M!SSIONlECREj A LI INPVNIss-TIMFL2A*ILWE&IL
so. ADD 1 TC CUP.SORT(CREW)
81 ADD 1 70 TOT.FLIGHTS(CREW)
A2 HFAP
83 FILE CREW IN -CREW. SETINE XT.STATE)
84
A% ~f*lPINF AIC qtlyVARItITY

,86 IF RAN00N.F(I) LE AC.LR tA/C LOST
87 ADD I TO DAILY.LOSS
AR flF~1lrV THE AIRCAFAT__________

89 IF SETWEEN.V NE 0 PRINT I LINE WITH AIRCRAFT AS FOLLOWS
--- IRCRAFT *LOSI

so__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

91 ALWAYS RETURN
*92 ALWAYS SCHEDULE AN END.SORTIE(AIRCRAFT) AT TINE.V*MISS.tIME(I/24eBRIEF/Z4
* ~9 FILE AIRCRAFT IN ACSETI2 'S IMENT

94 RETURN
95 EINC
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LE CACI SIMS;RIPT 11.5 RELEASE BG 03/23/78 PAGE 15

LOCAL VAPIABLE5 OF THIS ROUTINF

1.1 INTEGER WORD 21 1.2 INTEGER WCRC 22
1.3 INTEGER WORD 23 IDAY INTEGER MORD 16
IMIN INTEGER WORD 15 J.l INTEGER WORD 24
K.l INTEGER !ORD 26 K.2 INTEGER WCRC 27
K*3 INTEGER WORD 28 K.4 INTEG-- MORD 29
KIND INTEGER WORD 1 L.10 DOUBLE' WCRD 7
Lo1l DOUBLE WORD 9 L.12 DOUBLE WCRO 11
L.13 OOUBLE hOQR 13 L17 INTEGER WORD 7
L.21 INTEGER 'WORD 31 L.A INTEGER WORD 4
L,9 INTEGER WORD 5 N.1 INTEGER WORD 25
NEXT,STATE TEPifR NORD 30 R. AulLE WORD 19
30AY REAL WORD 3

B2
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LINE COXI 31ASGKAPI 11*5 RELEAbt avi 0Z31 PAt

1 -EVENT END*DtITYIPILOT)
2
3 DEFINE RESTYK AS 'A REAL VARIABLE
4
5 LET JINEoV-T[ME*S
6 LET CREPILOT
7 REMOVE T14E CREW FROM CREMUSETI21
8 FILE THE CREW IN CREW*SET(I)
9 ACO OUIY.HRS-CUR.SORT(CREW)*(ISS.TIME(iI .2*BRIEF) T6 TOT.MISC.D)UTY(CREw)

11 IF TOT.FHRSICREW) GE 300fT-''30' DAY EXbIMJSTICN; LEAVE CREW IN REST FOR EVER
12 ADD I TO DAV.CAEW.,LOSSI 11
13 ADD I TO SUNRMLS(1)
14 LET TIME*REST(CREWlx-1 ''FLAG ADNIN LOST CREW
1s PETIJRN
16 ALWANS
17
18 If COUM.FHRS(CREW) GE 7OFT ''7 DAY EXHAUSTION"' OR OAY-LAST.OFF(CREW) GE
19 CEN SECITI WEDAYS 2TO MANY CCNSECIJTIVE DUJTY flAYS
20 LET CUM*FI4RS(CREW~wO
21 LET LASToOFF(CREW~wOAYeI
22 LFT flF&TYMu141-nflJY-"fLi24 ''1xTIVArEF1 RFST

23 GO TO RESET
24 ALMANIS
25 tFT RFTYK-1-flhJY-HRI24 l*'Nftmi AFST
26

30 E#hO

LOCAL VARIABLES OF THIS ROUTINE

PILOT INTEGER WCPO 1 RESTYM REAL WORD 3
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LINE CtIAI SZM5ERIPT 11.5 RELEASE 8G 031Z3175 PAGE 17

IE.JEN1 END.MISSIONMPILOT)
2
3 LET +IME*V-TIME.S
4 LET CREWIPILOT
5 REMCVE THE CREW FPOM CREW.SET(3)
6 FJLE THE CREW IN CREW.SETf21
7 RO P N
a Eho

LOCAL VARIABLES OF THIS ROUTINE

PILOT INTEGER h£cm I

B
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a -IMF C.ACI SIfrCRcIPT li15 11ELEA6E OG 030230;8 PA66 is

I ESEN7 STARTeDIJIYPILOT1
2
3 LIIl IIME.V-TIME.S
4 [I REEIT
5 RE14OVE THE CREW FOOM CREW.SET1I)
6 FILE THE CREW IN CREW.SETtZ)
7 LET IINE.REST(CREWIuTINE.V.DUITY.HRS/24
8 SCHEDULE AN ENDoOLTY(CREWO AT TIME*RESTICREW)
SLET CI;R.SORT(CREWl-0

10 LET CUR.FHRSICREli 1-1-
11 RETUPN
12 END

LOCAL VARIABLES OF THIS ROUTINE

PILOT INTEGER WCRO t
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L INE CACI SIMSCRIFT 11.5 RELEASE BG 03/23/78 PAGE 19T_

I E'VENI END, SORTIE (FLANEI
V 2

3 DEFINE DOWN AS A REAL VARIABLE
§ LET IIME.V-TIME.S
5 LET AIRCRAFT-PLANE
6 REMOVE THE AIRCRAFT FRC14 AC.SET(2)
7 FILE AIRCRAFT IN Ar.SFTf41
8 LET INDEX-TEMPO(DAY)
9 IF INDEXa2 GO TO SURGE ELSE

If) -4 INCRAAL MAIIJT -

11 LET DONNE( BACKLOGI A IRCRAFT J FLT. TIME (AIRcsAFT) *NORM.MA INTARM*FUEL)J/24
12 LET SACKLOG(AIRCR*FTIxO
ii ar Tr~ SJH~F
14 'SURGE'
15 LET DOWtzIFLT.TIDPEAIRCRAFT*SURGE.MAINT+AM.FUELI/24
16 -LET BACACIOGEAIRCRAFTI RACKLO (AlRCRAFTI +MN _FiQ NERNA INT-iQ5RGF.MAINTI
17 *FLT.TIME(AIRCRAFTI)
18 'SCHED0
19 LET FLT.urIMEIAIRCRAFTI-0
20 SCHEDULE A REAOY(AIRCRAFT) AT TIMEoV*COWN
21 RETURN
22 EPhD

IOA Y! ILES OF THIS ROUTINE

COWN REAL WORD 3 INDEX INTEGER WCAD 4
ELANE INTEGER WQR6 I
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"L INt .LCI 3ARSLKIPI 11.5 KtLtAbSG U3/O Z:i/l PAbE-- Zg

I EVEN1 READY(PLANE)
2
3 LET 1INE.;-TIME.S
4 LET AIRCRAFT-PLANE
5 REMCVE THE AIRCRAFT FRPH AC.SET13)
6 FILE THE AIRCRAFT IN AC.SET(l)
7 RETURN
8 END

-LOCAL VARIABLES OF THIS ROUTINE

PLME INTEGER MCPQ I
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1 RCUTINE REP.AC
2 ''THIS ROUTINE RECONSTITUTES AIRCRAFT
2

4 01SCHEOULE FUTLURE REPLACEMENTS
5 LET GCNEaDAILV.LOSS
6 LET ORDAY-MAX.F(OAY-14UE.DELAYLAST.RELIEF)
7 IFOREs
8 IF ORDAY GT DAYS.IN.SCENARIO JUMP AHEAD
9 ALWAYS

10 LET LAST.RELIEFCPDAY
11 LET AVALL=UE.RECCNST-AC.RELIEF(OROAYe
12 ADD MIN*F(GCNEtAVAIL) TO AC.RELIEF(ORDAY)

13 LET Gj0NE-Gl3NF-AVAti
14 IF GONE GT 0
15 LET ORDAY-ORDAY4UE.DELAY

ita = I MtRF
17 ALWAYS
18 IF AC.RELIEF(ORCAYlzUE.REC0,NST

ig FT L ASRIWflf&4Ifl A
20 ALWAYS
21 HERE

72 Ann ACRFl I~PnAVl Tn TflTiIISFn
23 LET QUANITY-CUANITY-DA[LY.LOSS+AC.RELIEF(CAY)
24
7s OIRFPAAtF AIC

26 FOR 1-1 TO AC.RELIEF(DAY)
27 DO
7A CtOFA1Fr M ATRCRAFT

2ja FILE AIRCRAFT IN ACoSETI1)
30 LOOP

32 rw u

LOCAL VARIABLES OF THIS-ROUTINE

_AMIl....h1.EFB mnRn i rlNp INTEGER~ UEAfE I
IINTEGER WORD 4 ORDAY INTEGER WORC 2
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LINE CACI SIMSCRIPT 11.5 RELEASE 8G 03/23/78 PAGE 22

1 RCUTINE SR.CALC
2 4 $THIS ROUTINE CALCULATES CURRENT SORTIE RATE1
4 DEFIE NOoAC AS A REAL VARIABLE

6 "'A/C REDUCED BY 1/2 LCST
7 LET NO.AC-QUANITY-DAILY.LOSS/2
S LET SOR.RATEu(OAY°MISS°STATS(I)/NO.AC*(OAY-1)*SOR.RATEI/DAY

RETURN
10 ENO

LOCAL VARIABLES OF THIS ROUTINE

NO.AC RFA. b,,D i

B3
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LINE f-I blM:I XjV! |It- Kn-LtAb t t 05/Z/lU VA~t ZJ

1 RCUTINE TO TRACE
2 ''THIS ROUTINE USED FOR'OEBUGGING IF DESIRED
3 ''IT TRACKS THE TIME CF EACH EVENT WITH ASSOC. INFC
4
5 GC TO 12,3#4 45,6,7 PER EVENT.V
6
7 '1
8 PRINT I LINE kITH TIME.V,PILCr(END.DUTYI AS FOLLOWS

$$$$SAT TIME **o** CREW * IS ENDING DUTY
_ RETURN

1C '2'
11
,12 PRINT 1 LINE WIrH TIME.V.PILOTIEND.ISSION AS FOLLOWS

$$$$SIAT TIME ***** CREW * IS ENDING MISSION
13 RETURN

15 '3'
16 PRINT I LINE WITH TIME.V#PLANE(END.SORTIEI AS FOLLOWS

++++*AT TIME **.** AIC * IS ENDING SaOTIE
17 RETURN
le
19 '4'
.20 PRINT 1 LINE WITH TIME.VPLANEIREADYI AS FOLLOWS

+++++AT TIME **o** AIC * IS READY'
21 RETURN
22
23 '"

24 PRINT I LINE WITH TIME.VPILOTISTART.OUTY) AS FOLLCUS
$$SSSAT TIME **'*** CREW * IS STARTING DUTY

25 LIST ATTRIBUTES OF CREW CALLED PILOT(START.DUTY)
26 RETURN
27
28 '6'
2S PRINT I LINE WITH TIME.V.KINDIMISSIONI AS FOLLOSm

>>)>>AT TIME **.** MISSION * OCCURS
30 RETURN

32 '1'
33 PRINT I LINE WITH DAY ItTIME.V AS FOLLOWS

D STARTING AT
34 RETURN
35 END

LOCAL VARIABLES OF THIS ROUTINE

1.1 INTEGER WORD 3 1.2 INTEGER WORD 4
1.3 INTEGER WORD 5 J.1 INTEGER WCRD 6
Ke1 INTEGER WQRD 8 Ks2 INTEGER WORD 9
K°3 INTEGER WORD 10 'K.4 INTEGER WORD 11
N.1 INTEGER WORD 7 R.1 DOUBLE WCRD I
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//RSGZZ519 JOB (249098SS'.) jOb 519
00ORM'TE P'RINT REMOTE34 OOS! WYL*
*0ROJIE PuNcm-NEMOTE34 OOSINYLO
**ORES Cx191K
0**MESSAGE DILIVER TO HOP GARNERO S.R.I. BLDG 30
//SIM EXEC SIM25C

*CTL CNNA34O.JDATE*7?189 -00000010

**SIMSCRIPT 11.5 COMPILE ONLY 00000020
XxSIM EXEC PGMmCDMPREGIDNml9OK 00000030
XXSTEPLI9 DO DISPES"RtDSN-SYS2.S1M25R$ 00000040
XXSYSPRINT DD SYSOUT-A 00000050
XXSYSUTI 00 UN1T33330,SPACEU (3200. 1200.200)) 00000060
XXSYSUT2 00 UNITs3J3O9SPACE.(3200, 150,50)) 00000010
XXSYSLIN DO UNlTu3330.OSNU&ILOADSETDISPU(MOO,*PASS), 00000080
XX SPACE=4320091120,901) 00000090
//SYSIN DD 0 GENERATED STATEMENT
1EF2361 ALLOC. F'OR kSbZZ519 SIR SIM
IEF23?I 573 ALLOCATED TO STEPLIB
IEF2371 753 ALLOCATED TO SYSPRINT'
IEF2371 585 ALLOCATED TO SYSUTI
IEF2371 564 ALLOCATLD TO SYSUT2
IEF2371 565 ALLOCATED TO f.YSLIN
IEF2371 720 ALLOCATED TO SYSIN
IEF1421 - STEP WAS EXECUTED - COND CODE 0000
IEF28SI SYS2.SIM2SAW KEPT
IEFZ8SI VOL SER NOS- STP315.
IEF2SI SYS7SOB6.T1:,5018.RVOOO.RSGZZSI9.R0022922 OLLETED
IEF2@SI VOL SEA NOSs STR317.
JEF28SI SYs?0006.T13S010.RVOOC.UISGZZ619,R0022923 DELETEO
IEF28SI VOL SEA NOSm STI(303.
IEF2851 SYSS006.713S0l8.kV000.ASGZZ51~.LOa)SET PASSED
IEF2851 VOL SEA NOS' STR317o
IEF3731 STEP /SIM :START 78006.1350
IEF3741 STEP /SIM / STOP ?8006.1351 CPU ONIN 13.9*SEC MAIN t74KLCS OK

* MACHINE UNITS 1.116 TIME OF DAY 13.s1.4.. 1/0 T(IME 0.12 SIEP TIME 0.23
* REGION SIZE 190K USE0 174K MO. OF TAPES-DISKS P00-03 C04P CODE cc 0000 J)O TIME 0.23*
0 EACP COUNT DISK.8% 669 TAPE* 0, ROR u 750 WTIklu 92S Pc,4u 0

//EXFC 51M?5L6
**CTL CNuA340@JDATEz77IO9 00000010

-SIMSCRIPT 11.5 LINO-EDIT AND EXECUTE 00000020
XXLKE(D EXEC PGmsIEwLREGIONS16OKPAAMU'LISTM4AP' 00000030
XXSYSLIB DO DISPzSHRDSNuSYS2.SIMLIBS 00000040
A SYSLIN DO DSNaL&LOAOSETDISP(flL~ODELETE) 00000050
XXSYSPRINI 00 SYSOUTwA 00000060
XXSYSUTI 00 UNITx333O,9SPACERIIO24,(50,20) ,.,ROUNO) 00000070
//LKEO.SYSLMOO DO DSN.CN2490.RSG.LOADL:IB CREWMAN) ,DISPu(,CATLGDELETE)
X/SYSLMOD DO DSN.LLiOSETIGO) ,UNtTu(3330,SEPEISYSUTI) I, 00000080
XX SPACE.(1024t(S0,20,I1)hOISPa(,PASS) 00000090
IEF2361 ALLOC. FOR NSOZZ519 LKEO
IEF2371 573 ALLOCATED TO SYSLIB
IEF2371 585 ALLOCATED TO SYSLIN
IEF23?I 753 ALLOCATED) TO SYSPRINT
IEF2371 585 ALLOCAlLO TO SYSUTI
ILF2371 Sb4. ALLOCATED TO SYSLMOO
1EF1421 -STEP WAS EXk.CUTED - COND CODE 0000
ItM2SI SYS2.SIMLIIW KEPT
i(Fea5I VOL SEA NUSs 51(1315.
itipAs1 SYS7800A.I 13b~lA.RVOOO.kSc,27519oLOADSET EEE
IEF?A51 VOL SERNMOS* STk3l?.T DLED
IEF.ASI SYS18006.T135018.NVOOO.kS0ZZ519.R0022926 DELETED
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IEF285I VOL SER NOSO STR317.
IEF2851 CN?490.RSG.LOAOLIB CATALOGED
IEF28SI VOL SER NOSs STR303.
IEF3731 STEP /LKED / START 78006.1351
IEF3741 STEP /LKEO / STOP 78006.13S2 CPU OMIN 01.44SEC MAIN 96K LCS OK

* MACHINE UNITS 0.52 TIME OF DAY 13.52.27 1/0 TIME 0.36 STEP TIME 0.02 0
t REGION SIZE 160K USED 96K NO. OF TAPES-DISKS 00-03 CMP CODE CC 0000 JOB TIME 0.25 *
* EXCP COUNT DISK- 503 TAPEu 0 RDR a 0 wTR * 138 PCH s 0

XXGO EXEC PGMs*.LKEO.SYSLMODREGIONu|OOK 00000100
XXSIMUOS DO DUNAHESSYSIN 00000110
XXSIMU06 DO SYSOUTmA 00000120
XXSIMUI7 DOD DISP&SHR*OSNuSYS2.SIMERR8 00000130
//GO.SYSIN DD DSNoCN2490.RSG.TDATA*DISPaSHR
'/

IEF2361 ALLOC. FOR RSbjZZS19 0
IEF2371 564 ALLOCATED TO PGMw*.DD
IEF2371 345 ALLOCATED TO SIMUOS
IEF2371 753 ALLOCATED TO SIMU06
1EF2371 573 ALLOCATED TO SIMU17
IEF1421 - STEP WAS EXECUTED - COND CODE 0000
IEF28SI CN2490.RSG.LOADLIB KEPT
IEF28SI VOL SER NOSs STR303.
IEF28SI CN2490.RSG.TDATA KEPT
IEF28SI VOL SER NOS9 WYL301.
IEFk8SI SYS2.SIMEHR KEPT
IEF28SI VOL SER NOSs STR315.
IEF3731 STEP /GO / START 78006.1352'
IEF3741 STEP /GO I STOP 78006.1352 CPU OMIN 02.06SEC MAIN 84K LCS OK

* MACHINE UNITS 0.2. TIME OF DAY 13.52.38 1/0 TIME 0.01 STEP TIME 0.03 4

* REGION SIZE OOK USED 64K NO. OF TAPES-DISKS 00-03 CMP CODE CC 0000 JOB TIME 0.29 4

* EXCP COUNT DISK. 3 TAPE. 0 ROR * 0 WTR u 126 PCH * 0

IEF3751 JOB /RSGZZ51/ START 78006.1350
IEF3761 JOB /RSGZZ519/ STOP 78006.1352 CPU OMIN 17.44SEC

(RLSE 21.8)
SOP T I M U M S Y S T E M S I N C. 2801 NORTHWESTERN PARKWAY. SANTA CLARA# CALIFORNIA. •

* PROJECT MACHINE UNITS 2,62 PRIOR 8 DATE 78006 01106/78
* 4

0 ACCT-SIN 2490-OSS TIME EST..MINUTES 4 CLASSB INITIAL TIME 13.50*38 4
0 4

• PROGRAM NO. RSGZZ LINE ESTIMATE 0100 FINAL TIME 13,b2.38

* LOG NO. 519 CARD ESTIMATE 0000 JOB TIMEtMINUTES 0.29 4

* COMPUTER 370165 3
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